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48.4
cu. ft.4 of cargo space

The 2015 Trax is the all-new small SUV from Chevrolet that combines 
the utility of an SUV with the agility of a compact car. It’s city-smart, 
with available 4G LTE Wi-Fi1 to keep you connected, plus flexible 
seating for your friends and your finds. And Trax has 10 standard  
air bags,2 an NHTSA 5-Star Overall Vehicle Score for safety 3 and an 
IIHS 2015 Top Safety Pick designation to help keep you safe on your 
urban adventures. When you set out to Find New Roads, you create  
a vehicle with unsurpassed connectivity.

ALL-NEW CHEVROLET TRAX 

CONNECTIVITY 
& VERSATILITY

4G LTE Wi-Fi1

GET CONNECTED
The available built-in OnStar 4G LTE Wi-Fi1  offers 
better signal quality than your smartphone and  
the ability to connect up to seven devices at once. 

5-Star Overall Vehicle Score for Safety3

and IIHS 2015 Top Safety Pick
SAFETY FIRST
The 2015 Trax received a 5-Star 
Overall Vehicle Score for safety 3 from 
NHTSA and is an IIHS 2015 Top Safety Pick. 
In addition to a high-strength steel safety cage 
and 10 standard air bags,2 the all-new Trax offers  
a whole series of advanced technologies to 
help you stay in control: standard StabiliTrak® 
Electronic Stability Control, available Rear Park 
Assist and a standard rear vision camera that 
helps you see stationary objects behind your  
Trax when backing up at low speeds.

15 storage compartments
JUST STOW AND GO 
Interior design engineers thoughtfully equipped Trax  
with 15 smart storage areas, more than any competitor.  
Plus, LT and LTZ trim levels offer a storage drawer  
hidden under the front passenger seat for extra  
security and convenience.

48.4 cu. ft.4 of cargo space
VERSATILE SPACE
With flip-and-fold rear seats, Trax opens up an impressive 
48.4 cubic feet4 of cargo area. Fold the front passenger seat 
down and you can carry items up to 8 feet long. And when  
it’s time to pick up friends, Trax has seats for up to five. 

 FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE TRAX,
GO TO CHEVROLET.COM/TRAX

1 Requires compatible mobile device, active OnStar service and data plan. Visit onstar.com for details and system limitations. 2 Always use safety  
belts and child restraints. Children are safer when properly secured in a rear seat in the appropriate child restraint. See the Owner’s Manual for  



On-demand all-wheel drive
SMART SET OF WHEELS
Available on-demand all-wheel drive (AWD) automatically 
adapts to provide extra traction and maneuverability  
in rain, snow or other challenging conditions. And when 
AWD isn’t needed, the system automatically shifts into 
front-wheel drive for maximum efficiency.

CHEVROLET IS THE FIRST AND 
ONLY CAR COMPANY TO BRING 
BUILT-IN 4G LTE WI-FI1 TO CARS, 
TRUCKS AND CROSSOVERS.

8 seating configurations
FLEXIBILITY PLUS

Trax features eight different seating configurations  
including a fold-flat front passenger seat. The convenient  

60/40 split-folding rear seats give you the flexibility to carry five 
passengers or whatever your life demands. Trax is built to haul  

cargo, from large boxes to 8-foot ladders and athletic gear. 

EPA-est. 34 MPG highway
GAS SIPPER
Trax features a standard turbocharged 1.4L ECOTEC® 
engine that sips fuel while it zips around. Standard  
on every Trax is the advanced technology of Variable  
Valve Timing and an electronically controlled 6-speed 
automatic transmission with Driver Shift Control.

34 MPG

more information. 3 Government 5-Star Safety Ratings are part of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration’s (NHTSA’s) New Car Assessment 
Program (www.SaferCar.gov). 4 Cargo and load capacity limited by weight and distribution. ©2015 General Motors. All rights reserved.
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� HER WORDS FLOW LIKE THE
image she paints, soft and sparkly,

with soothing comfort.
“Close your eyes and imagine you 

are in a deep, dark closet where no light
can come in,” her voice coos. “Now you
are in a forest and the sunlight streaks
through trees. You can hear a nearby
stream flow over moss-covered rocks.
Breathe slowly and see sun-dappled
leaves on the ground …” 

This was Denise McCluggage at 600
miles an hour and 38,000 feet, operating
as she did in her own time and space,
bringing others to it. More than two
decades ago, we were traveling together
to Japan, and my head was pounding—a
crushing headache that radiated into my
neck and shoulders. I didn’t have aspirin,
and she knew I hurt. 

Calmly she started talking to me, and
as she did she massaged the meaty part of
my left hand between thumb and forefin-
ger and then pressed … in no time her
words and deeds were the best analgesic 
I could ever need, and I spent the remain-
der of the flight in comfort and awe.

I learned this was Denise, our Denise,
who before this doctoring was “just” 
an extraordinary author and statesman.
She was a racer and a renaissance woman.
She lived large and she wrote larger 
with experiences others could only 
hope to duplicate. 

And she was more, too. Denise trav-
eled with a circus of racers—car and ski—
and, really, became the first participatory
journalist of her ilk. Her writing chops
were second to none with big-time by-
lines in big-time publications outside
Competition Press. 

I remember freezing in my tracks at a
picture of her in the July 16, 1958 Comp
Press—Issue One, Number One. Her
smile radiated over a piece she did on 
Le Mans, and I sat thinking how ballsy 
it must have been for her to write this in
a male-dominated sport (and how ballsy
it was for us to use her to report).

Of course, that prompted more
archive time, burrowing deep and get-
ting lost in one rabbit hole after another,
many times prompted by her byline.
Denise wrote many things. She brought
a sports reporter’s discipline to race re-
ports—and a critical eye, too—and she
wasn’t afraid to use this power. Later,
her columns included that ability to cri-
tique with knowing insight, as well as
share a love for diesels and misfits and

well-crafted anything. 
I will forever owe Denise a debt, and

it’s a debt she never expected me to pay.
This was not because she magically re-
lieved me of a headache, but because she
increased the quality of my life.

In Denise’s never-ending pursuit of
learning, she became a devotee and prac-
titioner of neuro-linguistic programming,
a kind of suggestive psychotherapy that,
as best as I can tell, balances on this side
of hypnotism. At all times, Denise was
specific with and careful of the words she
used, understanding their precious and
powerful nature. And she used this for
good: My father, a 30-year, two-pack-a-
day smoker, sat in a 20-minute session
with Denise and kicked cigarettes cold
turkey. Part of this therapy demanded he
carry a pack with him, something he did
for several years, but he never picked up
another cigarette.

Many will have nice things to say
about Denise. Those words will be true,
and they will be never enough. Words
like: Visionary. Pioneer. Champion.
Mystic. Racer. Author. Renaissance
woman. Magical. Friend. 

Thank you, Denise, for being the 
ultimate car guy and being all of ours. 

—dmandel@autoweek.com

Follow me on Twitter @Dutch_Mandel

OFFSIDE UNDO > By Dutch Mandel

DENISE 
McCLUGGAGE: 
THEN & NOW





Tributes

■ I have known Denise my en-
tire life as an automotive jour-
nalist. On one of my first press
trips, I found out she was in the
hotel, so I called her room and
asked her to join me for a drink
in the lobby bar. I was 27 years
old, fresh out of the Chrysler
Proving Grounds, and remember
little other than how pleased 
she was I’d called and how excit-
ed I was to meet her, an older
woman who had raced against
Fangio and Moss and Hill! Who
won the Grand Touring class 
at Sebring driving a Ferrari! 
I mistakenly thought she was 
at the end of her fabulous career.
Hilarious.

Thirty years later, she was
giving old guys driving lessons 
in their Porsches for $1,000 a
day. Last Sunday (May 3), I went
to see her in Santa Fe, where she
lived. She was suffering from
pneumonia, yet she was telling
story after story with all of her
characteristic witticisms and
giggling intact. A great babe right
to the end.
—Jean Jennings, automotive journalist

■ Back in the day, I didn’t know
Denise as anything other than a
polka-dotted helmet whizzing by
with a woman driver in it. That
characterization would have roy-
ally pissed her off, so it’s proba-
bly good that we didn’t meet
until decades later. By then, I
had matured enough to under-
stand that gender was no
grounds for discrimination, 
especially in motorsport; 
furthermore, I realized that
much credit was owed her for
helping to mature the male 
mind on that point.

Denise McCluggage
1 9 2 7 - 2 0 1 5

BY MARK VAUGHN

SHE APPEARED IN THE FIRST
issue of Autoweek. She’s in the lat-
est: Denise McCluggage, our friend,
colleague, mentor and favorite staff

race-car driver has passed away. She was 88.
The news comes as a shock. We always

believed she would be with us forever. You
probably did, too. Indeed, she had been on
staff at Autoweek and its predecessor
Competition Press from day one.

Denise Tyler McCluggage was born in 
El Dorado, Kansas, the youngest of Tyler
and Velma McCluggage’s three daughters.
Denise’s dad was a lawyer and the First
Assistant United States District Attorney
for the state of Kansas. Denise graduated
Phi Beta Kappa from Mills College in
Oakland, Calif., and her first journalism 
job was at the San Francisco Chronicle.
The first issue of Competition Press, July
16, 1958—all eight pages!—listed her title
as staff editor, and her first piece was a
front-page story on the sports-car race at
Monza. She also covered what she wrote
was “the wettest Le Mans in history” in
that issue. Her latest story for the magazine
was a column in the previous issue, May
11, about a new road-paving technique. In
the 50-plus years between the first issue
and that one, she wrote about everything
from her racing experiences and helping
aging drivers to how much she loved her
Suzuki Sidekick. 

Indeed, her automotive interests were
wide and varied.

As were her non-automotive interests.
Skiing was a passion, and she wrote “The
Centered Skier,” a book mixing skiing,
sports psychology and Zen. 

She was, of course, a racer—polka-dot 
helmet and all. As such, she understood
other racers and could write about them 
far better than a sports writer who saw it 
as just another sport.

She, perhaps more than anyone associated
with Autoweek, was our heart and soul,
sharing memories, reminiscences and
philosophies with us—and with you—for
those 50-plus years.

No one else brought the perspective she

offered. Denise was there when Phil Hill
won Le Mans, driving around the track 
with him the night before while Phil daubed
paint on all the apexes—he was worried he’d
miss them otherwise. She was there when
Fangio and Moss were winning Grands Prix
across Europe. She was a friend and confi-
dant of the greatest names in racing. Look
up pictures of Denise and you’ll usually 
find her placed in the middle of those greats,
everyone smiling. 

She raced as often as she could and in
the best classes that the often-sexist race
organizers would let her. She won the 
GT class at Sebring in 1962 driving a
Ferrari. She took fifth at the Watkins Glen
Grand Prix in 1960. She won her class in
the Rally Monte Carlo in a Ford Falcon. It
was rare to see a woman driving a race car
back in those times, even rarer to see her
win. At other times, she was relegated to
the “ladies races” running in support of the
men. She won those, too, finishing first at
Nassau, and at the Grand Prix of Venezuela
in a Porsche 550.

She won awards, too. Among many
other accolades, she was inducted into 
the Automotive Hall of Fame in 2001 
and the SCCA Hall of Fame in 2006. For
her writing, she won both the Ken Purdy
Award for Excellence in Automotive
Journalism and the Dean Batchelor
Lifetime Achievement Award.

She knew everybody and experienced
everything, but arguably her greatest gift
was the ability to take that lifetime of 
wonderful experiences and share them 
so eloquently and so generously with all 
the rest of us. The title of her collection of
Autoweek writings, “By Brooks Too Broad
For Leaping,” comes from an A.E. Housman
poem. As our final goodbye to our friend and
colleague, we’ll reproduce it here.

With rue my heart is laden
For golden friends I had,
For many a rose-lipt maiden
And many a lightfoot lad.
By brooks too broad for leaping
The lightfoot boys are laid;
The rose-lipt girls are sleeping
In fields where roses fade. a



I admired her writing for both its skill
and the breadth of mind it revealed. And
her fund of great anecdotes, well told. Her
bright smile and brighter eyes. Her keen
delight in new ideas. Plus, we shared a
love of The Land of Enchantment. 

Hold that hammer down, lady. 
—Pete Lyons, automotive writer/photographer

■ Denise McCluggage worked for me 
for two years before I got up the courage
to address her.

In the ’70s, I was briefly the Autoweek
editor. Denise was a stringer for us, 
already a legend, and a Friend Of The
Boss. She sent stories, and I assumed 
The Boss sent her money. The stories
were wonderful.

I saw her at races, new-car intros,
things like that. She was Denise, though,
always bent in conversation with Stirling

or A.J. or Zora, and I was too new to in-
terrupt. Finally, on a press bus headed
somewhere, I wound up sitting next to

her. I introduced myself; we chatted. I
still knew only a few car people, but she
knew everybody, so we had some com-
mon acquaintances.

She lived in Santa Fe, which I’d recent-
ly visited. On that half-hour bus ride, she
discoursed entertainingly and knowledge-
ably on New Mexico history, architecture,
Southwestern cooking, Ferrari engineering
and the artist Georgia O’Keeffe. When the
bus doors opened, I couldn’t help myself: 
I babbled something like, “I’ve been read-
ing you for years. You’re one of the rea-
sons I’m in this business. It’s an honor 
to be on the masthead with you.”

It was. It is. Godspeed, Denise.
—Cory Farley, Autoweek Senior 

Contributing Editor

■ Denise was one of those old ladies 
you meet in life and think, “Oh brother,
back in the day, we’d-a let the good times
roll, uh-huh! Goddamn right we would.”
She was a kick-ass broad afraid of no one.
I’m going to miss her.

Denise left us a message, though, in
the character and quality of her work.
Write with grace, precision and wisdom.
Be smart, be skeptical. Let me translate
that for the younger cohort: Don’t write
stupid. —Dan Neil, automotive journalist

■ Denise was a wonderful writer, racon-
teur, race driver and friend—beloved 
and respected by all who knew her.

And she had a sense of humor that
wouldn’t quit.

When I was writing my book on 
the Ferrari 250 GT short-wheelbase
Berlinetta, she shared a story.

Denise bought a Ferrari 250 SWB from
Luigi Chinetti Sr. for $9,000. The Ferrari
(S/N 1931GT) had finished fifth at Le
Mans in 1960. Denise drove that SWB 
at Sebring to a GT Class win with Allen
Eager in 1961. She and Eager raced the 
car at the Nürburgring. After Eager
crashed it in the Karussell, Denise took 
it to Modena to Scaglietti’s for an electric
blue paint job with a white racing stripe.
“That car was so blue,” she said, “‘it 
was red!” 

Denise added: “The 250 SWB was a se-
rious machine with superb handling and

Tributes

■ Denise McCluggage was a true original: the way she wrote, the way she
talked, the way she behaved and the way she lived her life; nothing was ordinary. 
We have been friends ever since she and her great friend Phil Hill picked me
up at the airport in Paris in 1958 to drive south to Le Mans together, where we
all were scheduled to race. Denise was a pioneering racing lady who was not
intimidated by famous men on the track, be it the Nürburgring, Sebring,
Riverside or the Targa Florio. She amused generations with her witty observa-
tions in her writings over many decades. I see her in my mind’s eye laughing
with old pals, Briggs, Phil, Shelby and Stirling. We were young together, we
grew old together. I will miss you Denise! —Dan Gurney, American racing legend
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wonderful manners.” 
She won two races in 1961 in the car,

at Marlboro (Md.) and Meadowdale
(Ohio). Then she had a change of heart ...

“I had to sell it. You see, it was not
only my only car, it was my only thing.
Crashing it would have wiped me out.

“I became aware that the car had to go

at a race at Thompson (Conn.). It was a
preliminary 10-lapper and I was wheel 
to wheel with Dick Thompson driving a
Corvette. We were headed into the first
turn, and I knew he’d chop me off if he
could. I thought, I can’t bend this thing. 
I braked hard, but Dickie still hit the left
front headlight rim and sent it spinning.
Clearly, I could not race my apartment,
my winter coat, my all. After the race, 
I went over to Bob Grossman and said,
‘You’ve been coveting my car. Well, it’s
yours.’ And I went home. Didn’t even
race in the finals.”

Soon afterward, Denise sold the SWB
to Grossman for $6,000 and a used Mini.

“It seemed like a fair enough deal in
the moment,” she noted. “But last time
my old SWB changed hands, I heard it
went for over $100,000.

“Well, I was born fast,” she quipped,
“not quick.”

We all thought Denise would be forev-
er … she certainly is, in our hearts.

She signed my copy of her book, 
“To Ken, I do so like you!!”

The feeling was mutual.
—Ken Gross, automotive journalist

■ Denise was a fast, funny, fabulous female and a wonderful friend.
—Sir Stirling Moss, British racing legend



■ You or I might call Phil Hill, Carroll
Shelby, Stirling Moss, Briggs Cunning-
ham and Juan Fangio “legends,” but to
Denise they and many other historic fig-
ures were friends, people she knew with
all their foibles and families, insecurities
and blind spots, brilliance and idiocies.
And when she told the stories—so many
stories!—they turned on those elements
of humanity. Yes, she knew cars and dri-
ving, racing, skiing and art and jazz and
acting in all their technicalities. Mostly,
though, she knew the human heart.

Those “legends” had become real
friends for the same reason so many oth-
ers, less accomplished, perhaps unknown,
but no less significant in her eyes, be-
came friends—because Denise was hon-
est, and warm, completely herself, yet
humble about her own accomplishments
(legendary in their own right), so fully
alive and almost always fun to be around.
Like everything else she did, she raised
friendship to an art form.

Whenever we met at some event or
show or new-car intro, she’d drop a com-
pliment for my latest column, with speci-
ficity that showed she’d read and ab-
sorbed it. This always floored me,
because her columns were gems, linguis-
tic works of art that made mine seem
pedestrian and workmanlike in my eyes.

She touched so many lives that way,
gently encouraging, building up and
knowing just where to touch someone,
that I know I can’t have the space here to
express my own sense of loss—there are
so many of us who need to say it.

Spare a moment for one writer to ad-
mire another’s style. Denise could say 
volumes in a sentence. Consider a piece
from 2003 remembering her father’s affec-
tion for Oldsmobiles, triggered by news
that Olds would be shut down. It ended
this way: “Years later with the Olds and
Dad both gone, Mother segued into a
Plymouth. Nothing lasts any more.”

Or this, a bit culled from a column
about driving that reminds me of her
book, “The Centered Skier,” practical ad-
vice wrapped in poetic transcendence:

“Not always, but sometimes when
you’re driving one behind another—
climbing, descending, dipping, turning—
it happens, and you are dancing. The cars
are connected. Viscerally, not visibly. I

think of a tango I saw in a Buenos Aires
nightclub. The dance is in the moment.
Time does not pass; the Now is simply
extended like a held breath.”

—Kevin A. Wilson, Autoweek staffer, 1986-2009

■ I grew up reading her reports and sto-
ries in Competition Press—and then
Autoweek. In my mind, she was in the
same category as Phil Hill, Dan Gurney
and Carroll Shelby—icons of the early
years of big-league road racing. I wasn’t
fortunate enough to be able to call her 
a friend, but I was an admirer. We had 
the honor of hosting her at some of our
events in recent years—and having her 
in attendance was like having an Apollo
astronaut attend your airshow … 

—Scott Atherton, President/COO IMSA

Tributes

■ Her passing leaves a huge void in the world of motorsports and women’s his-
tory. She lived in and represented an era that is quickly vanishing before our
eyes. 

I met Denise about 30 years ago at a Ford media event. I’m ashamed to admit
I didn’t know much about her other than her Autoweek columns. And when
we met, I quickly realized she was not to be taken lightly. Many years later
when we had our annual Women in the Winner’s Circle celebration, I was so
she pleased she accepted being honored with our Pioneer Award. It was impor-
tant to me to honor her while she was alive, and I wanted all the young drivers
to meet her and learn about her amazing accomplishments. The way she 
interacted with them was priceless. She was priceless.

I’m sad to not be able to learn more from her. —Lyn St. James, retired IndyCar driver

Photo credits: Autoweek archive, LAT Photographic, Archiv Völker (Richartz), Ned J. Lawler
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A benefit for the

eyesondesigncarshow.com

June 21 – Father’s Day
EyesOn Design 

Automotive Design 
Exhibition

Edsel & Eleanor Ford House

Bring the family to the 28th 
annual car show and brunch, 

on the shores of beautiful 
Lake St. Clair. This year’s theme 

is House Style – featuring 
nearly 300 cars that exemplify 

automakers’ unique house styles, 
and celebrate the design leaders 

and staff who create them.

Start the party early! Join designers and industry 
executives June 19 at the Grosse Pointe War 

Memorial for a black tie gala honoring Lifetime 
Design Achievement Award recipient  

Patrick le Quement, Senior Vice-President  
of Corporate Design, Renault (retired).

EyesOn Design 
Honorary 
Chairman
Ralph Gilles
Head of Design
FCA-Global

KEITH CRAIN > Editor-in-Chief

DENISE WAS
ALWAYS ONE 
OF A KIND

� IT’S NOT ALL THAT 
unusual these days: The 

young lady leaves home, hops on 
a plane and heads for Europe to find 
her fame and fortune racing cars.

When Denise McCluggage 
did it many decades ago, no 
one else did it. She broke a lot 
of ground and never thought 
twice about it.

She was our maternal figure; 
after all, she started Competition 
Press, which would become Autoweek,
the publication you are now reading.

Most of all, she was a delight to 
be around. She had more stories than
anyone could believe. And she always
had a smile and a hug.

Hers was quite a career. She 
always wanted to race cars, and 
she did. She always wanted to race 
cars in Europe, and she did. She 
always wanted to hang out with 
the best motorsports drivers in 
Europe, and she did. She was simply
quite remarkable.

I am at a disadvantage since I 
have probably only known her for
something like 30 years. By then 
she had retired from racing cars in
Europe and began her second career 

as a journalist. 
Boy, did she have 
stories. Boy, did she
know everyone. She
was simply quite 
remarkable.

I heard more
about her exploits
from others than 
I heard of them 
from Denise. She 
wasn’t one to 

brag, it just was. She had a résumé 
that any of us would envy. 

It was always enjoyable to see 
her at shows. She was always at 
Pebble Beach. Everyone knew her 
at the Laguna racetrack. Everyone 
knew her at the car show. 

Denise had a remarkable life. It 
is a life to celebrate, not mourn. I 
am sure there will be lots of memorial
services, there will be lots of accolades.
Like thousands of others who got used
to seeing her prose in Autoweek, we
will miss her. 

She was simply quite remarkable.  

Visit bit.ly/aw-mccluggage 
for more on Denise, 
including some of her old 

stories and our coverage of her 
passing. For reactions and tributes
from our readers, also check out
@AutoweekUSA on Twitter and 
facebook.com/AutoweekUSA

Denise
McCluggage 
sits, waiting on
the grid for her
chance to race—
of course, when
it came to history,
she wasn’t one 
to wait, but rather
race toward one
ground-breaking
feat after another.
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Denise McCluggage: 1927-2015

The realization that a bucket-list item
has become impossible to achieve
leaves one feeling vulnerable and 
provides a brief glimpse of mortality. 
I have never been to Santa Fe and I
often thought about a road trip, simply
hoping to run into Denise McCluggage.
I thought about what she would think
if I knocked on her front door saying, 
“I just wanted to meet you.” I won-
dered how it would feel to pull up 
a chair at the table when she was hav-
ing lunch with her group of car guys.
Would I be welcomed or even tolerated?
I’m not a groupie throwing my panties
at a Tom Jones concert … I’m 58 years
old, for Pete’s sake. I just wanted to tell
her how much I respected her for her
courage, determination and talent. Few
have had this effect on me. Now I must
cross off a bucket-list goal because I
waited too long. Lesson learned. 
Andy Weiss, Huntington Beach, Calif. 

REVVED UP

WHAT GETS YOU REVVED UP?
Check us out on social media. Send comments, 
questions to awletter@autoweek.com

From Autoweek’s Facebook

Michael Forsythe: I have been reading
what she wrote for 40 years. What she
had to say always seemed to be what 
really mattered. May she rest in peace.

Dan P. Davis: So sorry to hear this news.
Hers was a car life well lived; we should 
all be so fortunate.

John Raho: A wonderful woman, a
fabulous writer, a great driver, a one
of a kind. I was fortunate enough to
meet her at the 2010 NY auto show. 
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� I’LL NEVER FORGET THE
polka-dot helmet.

When we first met, early in my
Autoweek career, I’d been reading 
and admiring Denise’s work for 
more than a decade—since I was 
about 14, come to think of it. I 
stood there, awestruck and frozen,
when we were introduced. Fanboy. 

We became fast friends. She treated
me kindly and with respect, always
with a ready smile and a twinkle 
in her eye. Her grace and charm 
were unmatched.

Others are writing in this issue 
and on autoweek.com about her 
legendary achievements, her trailblaz-
ing, her adventurous spirit, her viva-
cious and larger-than-life personality.
As they should.

What I loved most about our friend-
ship, though, was the conversation.
She was a raconteur. We’d bump into
each other a few times a year and talk
about everything from racing and the
car business to food, interior design
and great novels. We once spent a 
half-hour on some car launch debating
the merits of F. Scott Fitzgerald’s “The
Beautiful and Damned” vs. “Tender 
is the Night.” 

One of my favorite chats was about

five years ago when she compared 
a Toyota Camry to an Alfa Romeo
Giulietta, prompting a “huh?” from
me. Her reasoning was clear and sim-
ple: Automakers should focus on mak-
ing stuff people love, not merely like.
Amen, sister.

More recently she’d often call 
or write just to talk about a story 
in the magazine or on the website,
usually with a kind word or compli-
ment. That was huge coming from 
her, because all those wonderful, 
personal, behind-the-scenes columns
and stories she wrote for us over 
the decades formed in large part 
this magazine’s backbone. 

A couple weekends ago, I was 
relaxing at home, the Talladega race 
on in the background. My cellphone
rang, and I glanced down and saw
“McCluggage” on the screen.

After a few minutes of pleasant chit-
chat, she said, “Oh by the way, I’m in
the hospital with pneumonia. This is
new for me, but I seem to be reacting
well to the treatment.”

Strength and optimism to the end.
Denise leaves behind a huge void, of
course, but with both heavy hearts and
great honor we will do our damnedest
to continue her legacy: a relentless 
passion for the car life. 

—wraynal@autoweek.com

Follow me on Twitter @WesRaynal
and Instagram (wesraynal) 

POPOFF VALVE > By Wes Raynal

DENISE’S LEGACY:
GRACE, STRENGTH,
OPTIMISM
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DRIVER FITNESS

DRIVING
AMBITION
INDYCAR STARS KEEP PACE WITH NFL’S 
UP-AND-COMERS AT COMBINE

BY CURT CAVIN



�
INDYCAR SERIES 
driver Sage Karam is 
no Marcus Mariota, the

reigning Heisman Trophy-winning
quarterback from the University of
Oregon. But in some ways, Karam
has skills another top quarterback,
Florida State’s Jameis Winston,
might envy.

Karam is quicker, likely more
agile and can leap farther than
Winston, the 2013 Heisman winner
and now the NFL’s No. 1 pick after
the Tampa Bay Buccaneers selected
him on opening night of the draft
April 30. Mariota’s name was called
right afterward, as he went No. 2 to
the Tennessee Titans. 

Karam proved all this back 
in February at the annual NFL
Scouting Combine at Lucas Oil
Stadium—home to the Indianapolis
Colts and 2012 Super Bowl host—
while Mariota and Winston 
were still trying to show why 
they deserved to be the top-two
overall picks.

Fellow IndyCar driver Josef
Newgarden has measurables like
Winston, too. At the same event,
Newgarden ran 40 yards in virtually
the same time and covered more
distance in the broad jump.

A few test results don’t suggest
that Karam, 20, and Newgarden, 
24, can play professional football. 
In addition to lacking the size, the
drivers certainly don’t have a quar-
terback’s arm strength, and they
can’t run with most of those who
catch and carry the ball. Still, in
some respects they’re in the ball-
park with these elite athletes, and
that’s all they wanted to show.

“A lot of people think all we do is
sit in a car and drive, but we’re ath-
letes, too,” Newgarden said.

A year ago, Karam was a varsity
wrestler for Nazareth (Pa.) High
School, posting a 53-31 record with
15 pins over four years despite often
missing practice due to racing oblig-
ations. He would have played varsi-
ty football, too, if not for the fear of
an injury spoiling his future day job.

“I was a safety and wideout,”
Karam proudly said.

Newgarden played competitive
basketball and baseball growing up
in a Nashville, Tenn., suburb. JR

Hildebrand, who nearly won the
2011 Indianapolis 500, was a stand-
out shortstop in Sausalito, Calif., 
before focusing on racing.

Among Indy winners, Buddy Rice
once played a mean baseball infield.
Hélio Castroneves is a strong tennis
player. Tony Kanaan is a respectable
Ironman competitor. Juan Pablo
Montoya has raced mountain bikes
competitively.

“I’m telling you, we’re athletes,
too,” Kanaan said, without taking
himself too seriously. “We might
not be football or basketball guys,
but we can do things.”

IndyCar officials spent weeks 
trying to get their athletes into the
NFL’s world, finally using a connec-
tion of Allison Melangton, the
Indianapolis Super Bowl commit-
tee’s president and CEO. Melangton
recently became the Indianapolis
Motor Speedway’s events vice presi-
dent and got IndyCar some field
time at the combine.

The combine is a meat market 
of gridiron mass, featuring a couple
hundred Under Armour-clad pro
hopefuls and a bevy of scouts,
coaches and general managers
watching them from the stands.
The hopefuls run, throw, lift and
perform. Then the medical staff
pokes and prods them, psychologi-
cal experts grill them and their IQs 
are tested. It’s exhausting.

IndyCar drivers are already em-
ployed, although as of this writing
Karam only has a partial IndyCar
season lined up with Chip Ganassi
Racing. Thus their employers are 
already convinced they have the
mental makeup to perform under
pressure, and last we checked a dri-
ver at Indy needed to concentrate
for 500 miles, not sprint 40 yards.

Still, this was fun.
As measurables go, Karam ran

the 40 in 4.9 seconds. Newgarden,
who drives alongside Ed Carpenter
at Carpenter Fisher Hartman Rac-
ing, claimed to post an identical
time, but the electronic system had
him at 5.0.

“Respectable,” Newgarden said.
Mariota was the fastest of the 

14 quarterbacks at the combine 
at 4.52 seconds, but Karam tied
Garrett Grayson (Colorado State)
and Connor Halliday (Washington
State) for ninth. Winston ran 4.97,
effectively equal to Newgarden.

Thirty-four running backs ran 
the same straight line; Karam beat
two. He also was as fast or faster
than three of the 19 tight ends, beat
one of the two fullbacks, smoked 
all the offensive linemen and all 
but one defensive lineman, and 
was faster than six of the 34 players 
designated as linebackers. A corner-
back he’s not. The fastest of the 32
ran a 4.31, the slowest a 4.69.

Opposite:
IndyCar driver
Sage Karam
proves his
athleticism as 
he takes on the
same workouts
as future football
stars at the 
NFL Scouting
Combine. 
Above: Josef
Newgarden, left,
and Karam take
a break from the
testing and
rigors of the 
NFL workout.



Karam also performed well in the
three-cone drill to gauge agility. His
7.57-second time beat two running
backs, and he was 12th against the
tight ends. Karam was as quick as
any fullback and beat 12 offensive
linemen. He was at least close to
the slowest receiver at 7.51.

“Sage is an insanely gifted ath-
lete,” said Jim Leo, who oversees
workouts for several IndyCar drivers
at PitFit, an Indianapolis training
center. “He can walk across this
floor on his hands.”

Newgarden was stronger in 
the two jumping tests: broad and
vertical. His effort in the former 
was 107 inches, 4 inches better 
than Winston. Bryan Bennett
(Southeastern Louisiana) led the
quarterbacks at 125 inches, with
Mariota at 121. Newgarden wasn’t
far off the mark of Amari Cooper,
the Alabama receiver who went
fourth overall to the Oakland
Raiders. Cooper jumped 110 inches.
Karam went 105.

At 24.5 inches, Newgarden was
only marginally better than Karam
in the vertical jump, measuring the
distance between a person’s reach
and the tallest marked flag he could
swat. But neither stacked up well
against the football players. Neither
beat a quarterback, and the lowest-
jumping running back measured 27

inches. Newgarden did beat three
offensive guards. Then again, there
wasn’t a rack of ribs at the target.

Newgarden trains at St. Vincent
Sports Performance; it has NFL 
and NBA programs for Indianapolis-
based athletes. While they help 
keep him in great shape there, he
said he wasn’t prepared for the
three-cone drill.

“I couldn’t get the footwork
down,” he said. 

NFL hopefuls have the combine
marked on the calendar from the
moment their college seasons end.

Newgarden and Karam had one
day’s notice and weren’t assured of
their participation until about six
hours prior to stepping on the field.

“I’ve been so busy traveling
around the country (for sponsor 
and IndyCar appearances) that I
haven’t been to the gym in three
weeks,” Newgarden said. “Even 
in the 40, there’s so much to it. 
You have to set your feet right.”

Not that it would have mattered.
Never in Leo’s career has he asked a
driver to sprint 40 yards, and he
doubts any of them could have done
one bench press the way University
of Miami tackle Ereck Flowers did
an event-high 37. 

“Our guys would have gotten
killed,” Leo said of hoisting the bar
carrying 225 pounds. “We’re work-
ing with the drivers on muscular 
endurance with some explosive
training mixed in, but (the latter is)
primarily for reaction (more) than
strength.”

Leo said a recent workout for
Scott Dixon, Charlie Kimball and
James Hinchcliffe was 90 minutes
of continuous movement, with al-
ternating kettle bells, a rowing ma-
chine and other equipment simulat-
ing staying at a peak level

throughout a race.
“It just didn’t stop for them,” 

Leo said. “What is the average play
(length) for an NFL player? Five 
seconds? That’s more like what 
our pit crew guys need to do.”

That doesn’t mean one aspect 
of the testing wasn’t similar: nerves.
Newgarden and Karam had them 
to spare.

“I was more nervous than before
the Indianapolis 500,” said Karam,
who finished ninth last year at Indy
in his first such race.

At least the drivers looked the
part as an NFL official handed them
a bag of gear, complete with shirts
bearing their number and gold-
colored cleats. Newgarden was 
particularly happy for the latter.

“I didn’t think driver shoes 
were going to work too well,”
Newgarden said.

Following the drills, Karam 
and Newgarden grabbed footballs
and pretended to be like the NFL
hopefuls. They ran routes and 
practiced touchdown celebrations,
complete with the hardest spike 
either could muster.

Karam seemed to want more
from the event than is possible.
Near the end of the hour-long 
session, he approached a Dallas
Cowboys scout and asked him to
get team owner Jerry Jones on
FaceTime. He was kidding, sorta.

“The coolest thing ever,” 
Karam said. c

Curt Cavin is an Indianapolis 
Star staff writer.

Regarding the gold-colored cleats NFL officials handed
the IndyCar drivers-turned-combine-participants: “I
didn’t think driver shoes were going to work too well.”

—JOSEF NEWGARDEN, INDYCAR DRIVER

DRIVER FITNESS



IndyCar 
drivers Josef
Newgarden,
opposite, and
Sage Karam
hold their own
with the jumps,
throws and
sprints endured
by prospective
NFL players.



NO TRAINING,
NO PROBLEM

THREE DRIVERS WHO SUCCEEDED 
WITHOUT DAILY REGIMENS

BY LEO LEVINE

DRIVER FITNESS \\ CARLIFE



�Modern science tells us that a critical factor in main-
taining fitness levels while driving in a race is proper hy-
dration. Jules Goux, one of the Peugeot team’s star dri-

vers pre-World War I, could have told you this more than a
century ago, when Goux and his mechanic won the 1913
Indianapolis 500 fueled by champagne. Early post-race reports
indicated they had a bottle at each of their six pit stops, but this
proved unfounded. It was only four bottles, and they were small
ones at that, they said.

Sure.
Big or small, afterward Goux was

quoted as saying, “Without the good
wine, we wouldn’t have won.” 

The next year’s rules included a no-
alcohol regulation.

We all know being physically fit is
good for you and that exercise science
has developed any number of programs
to make you even more fit. 

Pick a sport—any sport, except pos-
sibly horseshoes—and you run into a
wealth of material covering both the
mental and physical aspects of paths 
to improvement, nutritional advice,
everything right up to the address of
your local purveyor of “Better Living
Through Chemistry.”

Today’s major-league racing teams—
in Formula One, NASCAR, IndyCar,
whatever—have enough fitness equip-
ment to stock a retail outlet; trainers,
physical therapists, psychologists and
nutrition gurus are almost as common
as mechanics. 

Roger Penske, who seldom runs sec-
ond to anyone when it comes to adding
a new wrinkle, installed the first fit-
ness program for his IndyCar team 23
years ago. The stock-car facility was 
installed in the late 1990s.

Today, with both single-seat and
stock-car teams headquartered in 
the same North Carolina building,
Penske’s full-time staff includes an 
athletic director and a trainer. 

“Our drivers and crew members are
all on some type of fitness program,”
says Penske spokesman David Hovis.

Despite all the obvious evidence of
benefits, three men you can find in any
hall of fame that includes racing dri-
vers say they never had an exercise 
program. They are Mario Andretti, 
Sir Stirling Moss and Dan Gurney.

Too busy, they all said.
Sir Stirling, the great British pilot of

the 1950s and early ’60s, and a leading
candidate for the best sports-car driver
of any era, told Autoweek, “I never
trained because I was racing every
week of the year. This adds up to 156
days in a racing car, plus two or three
days a week testing.”

Moss is primarily known for not
winning the world driving title. He
won almost everything else, but it 
was his performances in long-distance
events that were truly remarkable.

When he won the 1955 Mille Miglia,
he covered the 1,000 miles of Italian
roads in 10 hours, 7 minutes. 

He drove 42 of the 44 laps when he

High-tech mods to Dan Gurney’s exhaust
pipes at the 1968 British Grand Prix. Grand
prize was 100 bottles of champagne, left.
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Two who succceded without a strict fitness regimen: Sir Stirling Moss, above
left, chats with Colin Chapman while clutching the 1961 Silver City Trophy at
Brands Hatch. Mario Andretti, below, in the lead at the 1978 Belgian Grand Prix. 

won the Nürburgring 1,000 Kilometers 
in 1958 and all but six of the 84 laps
when he won the 1955 Tourist Trophy 
on Ireland’s dangerous 7.4-mile Dundrod
Circuit. 

He did it all in front-engined cars with-
out power steering.

Andretti, someone observed, might not
be the world’s best driver ever, but you
cannot discuss the “best” driver without
having his name on the list. 

One of America’s two world champi-
ons, a Sebring winner, an Indianapolis
winner and winner of most anything 
else you might care to name, Andretti
says he didn’t have a formal training 
program because he was too busy doing
what he was doing.

Andretti’s grandson Marco, Mario says,
“doesn’t drive nearly as much,” since the
design features of Indy cars are fixed,
leading to less development time. 

“So when he is home, he works out
every day, and runs 5, sometimes 8,
miles,” he said. 

Andretti’s endurance reputation 
goes back a long way—to 1963, the 
year before he got his first ride in a USAC
Championship car. 

He won the feature event at a New
Jersey track, loaded up his dirt car, towed
it 110 miles west to a Pennsylvania oval
and won two feature events there the
same night. 

Gurney, who spent at least as much
time building cars as he did driving them,
says playing table tennis was a favorite

method of maintaining hand-eye coordi-
nation. 

In general, however, he was careful 
not to work up to too fine an edge, 
because, as he put it, “I might get too 
aggressive.”

None of the three, it should be noted,
included champagne. c
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 Give Nissan credit for being � rst 
to take a digital-world experi-

ence and make it analog. For the past 
seven years, the Nissan GT Academy 
has turned videogame players into 
high-speed, on-track race drivers who 
compete wheel-to-wheel against some 
of the world’s fastest pro athletes. 
This recipe is a winning formula: At the 
2015 Bathurst 12 Hour endurance race, 
freshly minted GT Academy graduates 
piloted a race-prepared Nissan GT-R to 
victory. 

The Nissan GT Academy global race-
driver competition is proven in every 
major market. The assessment process 
identi� es talent, hones skills and builds 
speed – and reputations. For three lucky 
race fans and their guests, Nissan cre-
ated a “Mini” GT Academy, something 
that closely mirrors its big brother; 
participants experienced the legendary 
Rolex 24 Hour at Daytona International 
Speedway endurance race as VIPs, and 
then they took to the track themselves 
behind the wheels of specially prepared 
Nissan 370Z sports cars. 

At the heart of Nissan’s GT Academy 

is education – education about the 
cars, about the process of driving fast 
and, most importantly, about driving 
well. The same is true for this “Mini” 
Academy. Participants went through 
rigorous classroom training and debrief-
ing by professional race drivers who 
then exposed them to various high-
speed driving techniques and exercises. 
Training day was a building block of 
activities – from the most basic shifting, 
acceleration, brake and slalom control 
to heel-and-toe throttle inputs, adjust-
ing weight balance into corners, and 
proper sight and line techniques. And 
students did this all at speed in the Z-car 
classroom. By day’s end, participants 
had basic race-driver knowledge and 
skills, and each was exhausted from this 
once-in-a-lifetime experience. 

But wait, there’s more: Participants 
spent the day with Nissan GT Academy 
host and former pro football player 
Dhani Jones, who helped stir their com-
petitive juices. For each of these winners 
and guests – and for anyone else for that 
matter – the Mini Nissan GT Academy is 
a ‘bucket-list’ trip of the highest caliber.

C H E C K  O U T  A U T O W E E K . C O M / G TA C A D E M Y FA N TA S Y T R I P  T O  S E E  A L L  T H E  F U N  T H E S E  F O L K S  H A D. 

NISSAN ‘MINI ‘
GT ACADEMY
MAKING VIRTUAL A 
REALITY  IN HIGH SPEED 

S P E C I A L  A D V E R T I S I N G  S E C T I O N



Strength 
in Numbers
WITH 100-PLUS WINS AND COUNTING, WOMEN CONTINUE
TO BE MOST SUCCESSFUL IN NHRA OVER OTHER SERIES

BY STEVEN COLE SMITH
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�
FOR NHRA TOP FUEL DRIVER
Brittany Force, 28, it’s hot yoga.

“You’re in a room heated to over
100 degrees, doing poses and stretches that
make your whole body shake. It isn’t easy.
Hot yoga is about learning to find focus.”

At the starting line behind the wheel of a
10,000-hp Top Fueler, focus is good. “When
you climb in the car, you can’t get distract-
ed thinking about something else. You have
to drop everything from your mind. I let it
all go and focus on doing my job.”

Women have been driving dragsters pro-
fessionally since Shirley Muldowney got 
her NHRA Pro license in 1965. Since then,
women have won more than 100 times 
in the professional series. Brittany’s sister
Courtney logged that 100th win last season
when she beat Cruz Pedregon in the Funny
Car class finals at Kansas.

Consider: The first NASCAR race was
held at Charlotte Speedway, a three-quarter-
mile dirt track in North Carolina, on June
19, 1949. Finishing 14th was Sara Christian.
Three weeks later, a race took place at
Daytona’s beach course. Ethel Mobley was
11th, Christian 18th, Louise Smith 20th.
Females have been in NASCAR from the
start. We’re still waiting on that first win.

In IndyCar, Janet Guthrie made three
Indianapolis 500 starts; her best finish was
ninth. The first and only female driver to
win in IndyCar was, of course, Danica
Patrick, on April 20, 2008, at Japan’s Twin
Ring Motegi. No other female driver has
won in the series.

So if we consider NASCAR, IndyCar 
and the NHRA the U.S.’ “big three” series,
we have one nearly 66-year-old series, NAS-
CAR, with no female winners. It’s tougher
to place an age on IndyCar since open-
wheel racing has been sanctioned by several
groups, but the Indianapolis 500 first ran in
1911. Measure it how you want, but Patrick
is the only major-event female winner.

The NHRA was founded in 1951.
Though Muldowney didn’t break the gender
barrier until 1965, the wins keep coming
since they hit 100 last year—already in
2015, Karen Stoffer won in Gainesville on
an unsponsored motorcycle, and Pro Stock
reigning champ Erica Enders-Stevens has
back-to-back wins in the last two events.

More than 100 wins in the NHRA, one
in IndyCar, none in NASCAR. Why?

That’s been the subject of countless 
arguments. Is it because drag racing is 
easier to get into? Cheaper to run? Is it be-
cause the races are short and don’t require
the endurance it takes to run 500 laps?

Funny Car driver
Alexis DeJoria

during a workout.



Or are women just more physically 
suited for drag racing?

That’s a factor, said Muldowney, 74.
“More than 100 times, women have beat
men at the top levels of drag racing. You
have to be fit. You have to have phenome-
nal reaction times (and) keep your foot in
the gas at 300 mph when any normal per-
son would have lifted a long time ago.” 

Did Muldowney work out to stay in
shape? “Not really,” she said, laughing. 
“I stayed in shape by working, period. We
didn’t have crews of a dozen people back
then to do everything but drive the car.”

That said, Alexis DeJoria, who drives
Kalitta Motorsports’ Patron Toyota Funny
Car, suggests one other reason why there
have been so few women in NASCAR.

“I think it’s because NASCAR has
never had a Shirley Muldowney,” DeJoria,
37, said. 

DeJoria, the first woman to make a pass

in less than four seconds with a 3.997-sec-
ond run at Pomona last year, has an in-
tense five-days-a-week workout schedule.
“I do a lot of weight training and circuit
training,” she said. “I just try and keep it
balanced, but I definitely do a lot of upper-
body weight training. I try to eat as healthy
as possible.”

Brittany Force, 28, said that the faster
the car is she’s driving, the more she needs
to be in shape. “I definitely eat a lot health-
ier and work out more than I did in my
Super Comp days. I think you can feel a
difference in the race car because you have
a clearer mind. Having a better fitness rou-
tine makes you feel less sluggish in the
race car. When you feel good about your-
self, I think you race better.

“I have definitely noticed that I have
gotten stronger since I started driving my
Top Fuel dragster. I can feel it when I am
pulling the brake. My arm strength is bet-

ter than it used to be. And I remember the
first few times I got in a Top Fuel dragster
and took it to the end of the track, it was
really difficult to get my left foot over to
the clutch. Now it’s easy and I don’t have
to think about it. There was a time when 
it seemed like I almost had to wait for my
car to slow down to move my foot over to
the clutch.”

Sister Courtney Force, 24, has changed
her routine as she has moved up the 
ladder, too. “I think going from Super
Comp when I was 16 and moving up the
ranks now that we are pulling almost 4 or
5 gs off of the starting line—I knew early
on from talking with (sister) Ashley and
my dad (16-time Funny Car champ John
Force) that I would need to change my
workout routine,” she said. “I took it up 
a notch and started following my dad’s 
routine. I took working out more as a pre-
caution since I didn’t know what to expect
going into a 320-mph race car. 

“It definitely helps you drive the car 
better. If a Funny Car drops a cylinder, 
you have almost 1,000 hp out of balance
shoving you out of the groove. It’s a matter
of being strong enough to countersteer the
car and get it back under control. The fact
that you hit the gym the night before and
got your arms ready—it makes a difference.
It helps you stay on top of your game. I am
not saying I am a body builder out here,
but staying fit is a big plus.” 

Nutritionally, a run can scramble your
stomach, so you have to watch what you
eat and when you eat it. “Food-wise, I’m
very cautious about what I eat,” Courtney
Force said. “You aren’t going to go and eat
a big meal and get behind the wheel of a
race car that is launching that hard with
10,000 hp. We find our energy through
snacking on fruit and small meals. This
has been a process from Super Comp to
Funny Car for me.”

Oldest sister Ashley Force Hood, 32,
who retired from Funny Car racing in 2010
to start a family, renewed her license with
four Funny Car runs a year ago—just be-
cause, she says. She now runs much of the
family business, but she well remembers
her driving days. It wasn’t so much the fit-
ness levels that helped her to four Funny
Car wins, but her ability to concentrate.
“It’s so tough to tune out the rest of the
world as you get ready to race,” she said. 

The fans, the travel, the times when
things aren’t going right—focus is a key,
and it’s harder to develop than most people
think, for male or female drag racers.

Former Funny Car driver Jack Beckman

“I’m pretty mindful of what I put in my body
on race weekends. What you fuel your body
with is pretty crucial to how you perform.”

—ERICA ENDERS-STEVENS, PRO STOCK  DRIVER

DRIVER FITNESS 



says training yourself to handle pressure is
paramount. “In NASCAR, the person who
finishes fourth says, ‘What a great day, an-
other top-five finish,’” he said. “I’ve never
heard a drag racer lose in the second round
and go on TV and say, ‘Man, another top-
five finish, this is wonderful.’”

Drag racing has one winner, 15 losers
per class. 

“It’s what makes it so incredibly diffi-
cult,” Beckman, 48, said. “There’s one per-
son who didn’t lose. Everybody else, by def-
inition, is a loser. No, it doesn’t last three
hours like a NASCAR race with all the
strategizing, but you have to be so incredi-
bly mentally focused for a short period of
time, then you get out of the vehicle, go
back, decompress, let the adrenaline come
down, interact with the fans. 

“Another difference,” Beckman said, 
“is I’ve never seen a Major League Baseball
pitcher go out and pitch an inning, then
run up into the stands, sign autographs for
15 minutes, then go back to work again. I
don’t know if the average person appreci-
ates that about drag racing.” 

Enders-Stevens, 31, is the Pro Stock
champion. Though the cars are slower than
in Top Fuel or Funny Car, they race much
closer, so a hundredth of a second can

mean a final-round win. Though she has
been racing since she was 8, she still main-
tains staying in shape is key.

“My sister Courtney (Enders) is a per-
sonal trainer. She has my entire team and
me on a meal plan. I’m pretty mindful of
what I put in my body on race weekends,”
she said. “Obviously, living on the road,
it’s pretty hard to stay in shape while
you’re gone all the time, having to eat out
three meals a day, just being physically and
mentally exhausted. She’s really been a
help to me. What you fuel your body with
is pretty crucial to how you perform.

“As far as reaction times go, I have a
simulator at our shop in New Orleans.
Every race weekend, I get in my car in the
pit area and I sit in there for 15 or 20 min-
utes alone by myself and I do a lot of visu-
alizing. That mental side of it really helps
me to perform the best that I can.”

It’s true that in drag racing you can be
well past the AARP membership qualifica-
tion age and remain competitive, but it
isn’t easy. That includes John Force, the
winningest Funny Car driver ever, who has
already won a race this year. Force is 66
and is contracted to race until he is 70.

“In the old days, I spent two hours a day
in the bar, and now I spend two hours a

day in the gym.” On the treadmill, he 
says, he can watch TV or read. Sort of. “I
was on a treadmill running, trying to read
this manual. I slipped. I went down on the
ground. It shot me off the back of the tread-
mill. I looked like the guy in ‘Dumb and
Dumber.’ I got up, was OK. 

“I’m never going to be the guy I used 
to be, but I can still race with these young-
sters out here. I’m going to prove that to
everybody.”

Katherine Legge, 34, races the Delta-
Wing in the Tudor United SportsCar
Championship; she has also raced in
Formula E, IndyCar, Champ Car and
DTM. While drag racing might take a dif-
ferent skill set than road- and street-course
racing Legge has done, she doesn’t think 
female NHRA drivers are any less fit than
her sports-car or open-wheel colleagues.

“For me, and probably for other female
athletes who compete in what is essential-
ly a man’s sport, being at the top of your
game in terms of fitness is not only benefi-
cial physically, but mentally,” she said.
“That’s why I work out so much and al-
ways have. Because I never want anyone 
to be able to say I lost a race, or lost a ride,
because I was out of shape and got tired. 
I can’t allow that to happen.” c

“When you climb in
the car, you can’t get
distracted. You have 
to drop everything

from your mind. I let 
it all go and focus on

doing my job.”
—BRITTANY FORCE, TOP FUEL DRIVER
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BY MIKE PRYSON

�
JUAN PABLO MONTOYA
spent seven full seasons in
NASCAR before returning 

to open-wheel cars in 2014 with Team
Penske’s Verizon IndyCar Series team. 
His decision to go back to Indy cars 
and drive for owner Roger Penske 
meant Montoya was not only heading
back to open wheel, he was agreeing 
to a renewed fitness commitment.

“I had to lose 12 pounds, but I 
had plenty of time so it wasn’t too 
bad,” Montoya said. “The fitness 
level you need for IndyCar is amazing.
It’s like over the moon to drive these
(Indy) cars.”

There’s little question Montoya—
who likely lost a few more than the 
12 pounds he claims—came back to 

the IndyCar Series with less baggage 
and a determination to be in the best
shape possible. 

And, no, there was not a weight
clause in his contract with Team
Penske, he said.

“They know that if I was going to 
do this and come back to Indy cars, 
that I’m a 100 percent committed 
driver,” he said. 

Montoya, 39, admitted that while he
lost weight, he still wasn’t in IndyCar 
racing shape when he took to the grid
March 2014 for his return to open-wheel
cars at St. Petersburg, Fla. 

“The beginning of the season was 
really hard, and as the season went on, 
it got easier and easier,” he said. “By 
the end of the season, I was really,
really fit.”

Stock cars and Indy cars call for differ-

RACE TRIM
JUAN PABLO MONTOYA SAYS FITNESS LEVEL
FOR DRIVING INDY CARS IS ‘AMAZING’

DRIVER FITNESS



ent levels of fitness. That’s not to say 
drivers of nearly all shapes and sizes
can’t be successful in either, but there
are decided differences in the punish-
ment a body takes in the cockpit of 
a 1,600-pound Indy car vs. the seat 
of a 3,400-pound Cup car. 

Indy cars, drivers say, put incredible
stress on the neck and head. In NAS-
CAR, drivers’ biggest complaint is 
the heat inside the car.

“Fitness is so important in IndyCar, 
especially this year,” Montoya’s Team
Penske teammate and three-time
Indianapolis 500 winner Hélio Castro-
neves said. “Fitness has always been 
important in our series, but with the
new aero kits, we are going a half a sec-
ond faster already on road and street
courses. When you’re talking about
NOLA (Motorsports Park) in New
Orleans, Barber, Sonoma, those places,
the g-forces will exceed about 3 or 4 gs.
It’s going to really beat up the body.”

The short ovals—Iowa, Milwaukee—
can exact even bigger tolls.

“The big ovals, like Indianapolis or
Fontana, aren’t that bad,” Montoya said.
“The short ovals are really hard on your
body because you’re 4 or 5 gs over and
over and over again. Yeah, the neck, the
arms, the shoulders—you know how
hard you work your shoulders. You
make it look easy when you perform,
but it is hard.

“When we tested at NOLA, it was
hard to keep your neck up. You are going

so fast. You turn right, and the head
wants to go left.”

Montoya uses the offseason to get 
his body ready for competition. Once the
season begins, he uses much of his time
out of the car for recovery. Between prac-
tice sessions, travel, sponsor and media
obligations and the race schedule, there’s
just not much time to work out.

“The more you drive, the fitter 
you get,” Montoya, who turns 40 in
September, said. “When I’m at home 
in the offseason, I probably ride about
eight hours a week on the bike. I will do
Pilates twice a week. I will do the gym 
a couple times. I will do a little swim-
ming. You do a little bit of everything.”

Montoya is not alone when it comes
to IndyCar Series drivers who enjoy 
biking. Rivals Tony Kanaan and Scott
Dixon even compete in triathlons—
a combination of running, biking and
swimming. Triathlons, however, aren’t
on the fitness menu for Montoya.

“I hate to run,” he said.
The early returns on the new-look

Montoya are positive. He entered the
month of May leading the Verizon
IndyCar Series points standings.

“Juan Pablo is one of those natural
guys that I’m glad he’s not in good
shape,” Castroneves, 40, joked. “If 
he was in good shape, then we’d all be 
in trouble. But, seriously, he’s always
been one of the stronger guys and for
sure he’s fit. We’re 40 now, and fitness 
is really important for us.” c

Motorsports star Juan Pablo Montoya stays in IndyCar form with a regular exercise routine
that includes biking, Pilates, swimming and trips to the gym. Montoya has driven in NASCAR
and Formula One, and says physical requirements for IndyCar are not to be taken lightly.
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�
WEEK AFTER WEEK DURING THE
NASCAR season, the 48 team arrives
at the track, and Jimmie Johnson

starts running fast laps right away. One reason
is because crew chief Chad Knaus builds fast
cars. However, it’s also because Johnson has 
already run countless practice laps in his head
while he lies in bed the nights leading up to his
arrival at the track. 

Johnson started “visualizing”—or mentally
rehearsing—as a swimmer in high school and
converted the practice to his driving career. 
Six championships and 72 race wins later, he
still pretends to race before his actual event,
giving his brain a workout his body follows 
up with later in the week.

As more and more drivers find exercising
their bodies helps them perform better in the
car, they also are discovering that exercising
their minds is at least as important. 

In fact, some experts say it’s the deciding 
factor in a driver’s success, especially at the
elite level where every driver is sublimely 
physically gifted.

“The mental side of the high-performance
equation is more important than any other,”
says Jacques Dallaire, the founder of Charlotte,
N.C.-based Performance Prime, where he has
trained 740 race-car drivers to think differently.
“It’s more important than their physical prepa-
ration, it’s more important than their technical
understanding. Because in the end, it’s what 
allows them to either bring their best perfor-
mance to what they do—or sabotage their 
own performance.”

Drivers have come up with dozens of 
ways to stay mentally strong. The best drivers
work on it every single day. Many visualize 
like Johnson does, running laps and scenarios 
in their heads long before they strap into the
car. More and more teams have hired sports
psychologists and performance experts to 
teach drivers how to overcome adverse on-
track situations.

As for the sabotage Dallaire speaks of, 
racers have found many ways to do that, too.
The most common is focusing on the wrong
things—a bad pit stop, that loose car on the in-
side, the rival who cut him off again, whatever. 

“I think the biggest thing is not making
yourself angry about things that are out of 
your control,” says Verizon IndyCar driver
Scott Dixon, a three-time champion. “You 
just kind of have to go with it.”

Easier said than done. 
“It’s something that has to be consistently

worked on,” says Shaun Tyrance, a licensed
therapist who has counseled thousands of ath-
letes, including NASCAR drivers. “It’s like any
other skill that you would want to develop. To

DRIVER FITNESS

Different
Thinking
SPORTS PSYCHOLOGISTS FIND THEIR 
PLACE ON RACE TEAMS’ ROSTERS

BY MATT CROSSMAN



THE MIND 
MATTERS IN
CHECKERED-
FLAG HUNT 

�WINNING A RACE IS
hard enough. Winning

one with overwhelming dis-
tractions is nearly impossible.
Following are three examples
that stand out:

� Before the then-Winston
Cup Series raced again at
Daytona after Dale Earnhardt
Sr. died there, Dale Earnhardt
Jr. wanted to visit the track to
see how he felt being there.
He snuck in one night a few
days before the 2001 Pepsi
400. It felt good … until 
security chased him off the
track. He won the race that
Saturday night in one of the
most satisfying finishes in
NASCAR history.

� A Hendrick Motorsports
plane crashed into Bull
Mountain near Martinsville,
Va., on Oct. 24, 2004, 
killing all 10 people aboard.
Hendrick driver Jimmie
Johnson won the next week 
at Atlanta and then finished
sixth, first and second in the
season’s remaining three
races, an incredible run de-
spite the circumstances and
unbelievable considering
them. This is when Johnson
started to become the all-time
great he is today.

� Love him or hate him,
there’s no denying Kurt
Busch has been under 
enormous strain outside 
the car this season. But 
inside the car, he’s been 
rock solid—two poles, a 
win, three top fives and 
six top 15s in his first six
races. As he said after 
winning at Martinsville (and
leading a career-high 291
laps), “Your personal life
doesn’t need to affect your
business life.”

be successful over 
a NASCAR season is 
extremely difficult. If
you’re not mentally 
prepared for the race 
season, you’ve got real-
ly no chance at having 
a decent year.”

Tyrance tries to keep
his instruction to dri-
vers simple, because 
if they have to think
about, say, calming
themselves down, 
they aren’t thinking
about driving. 

A driver’s ability 
to think only about dri-
ving is the most impor-
tant factor in his mental fitness. 

“I want them to quiet their minds so 
their bodies can do what they have the God-
given ability to do,” he says. “If an athlete has
skills, the reason they don’t perform well is 
because they are worried about all these other
factors and all these other things outside of the
task at hand.” 

“It’s not just negative thoughts,” Dallaire
says, “it’s not just fearing failure. If I’m think-
ing about the victory circle and hoisting the
trophy and kissing the pretty girl two laps 
from the end of the race, what am I more 
likely to do? Throw it off the track. Why? 

It’s a positive thought, isn’t it? It’s a thought 
of victory. That’s what we’re shooting for.
Here’s the problem: It’s the wrong thought 
at that moment.”

The only thing the driver should be 
thinking about is driving the car, but it’s 
surprising how often drivers and other 
athletes aren’t thinking about what 
they’re doing. 

In his 40 years in the business, working 
with thousands of high-performing people,
Dallaire finds that while they are working, 
30 to 35 percent of their dominant thoughts 
are about the results, 10 to 12 percent are 
about the fear of failure and 50 to 55 percent
are what they should be thinking about: 
execution.

When those same people perform at their
best, their focus on execution jumps to 90 to 
95 percent, with only 5 to 10 percent on results
and zero on failure. 

Dallaire teaches his clients to remember
their state of mind during those great mo-
ments, to compare it to their not-so-great 
moments and to learn to bridge the gap. He
wants them to maintain the state of mind 
they had while they were at their best, no 
matter the circumstances.

“The guy who has the same mindset when
the wheels are falling off the wagon and the
feces is hitting the fan—that’s the guy who is
going to get through that better than anybody
else,” Dallaire says. c

Jimmie Johnson,
opposite, uses 
the discipline 
of visualizing to 
help prepare for
races. It’s a practice 
that has helped 
him win multiple
championships.
Above, Jacques
Dallaire demonstrates
an instrument that
measures accuracy
of an individual’s
timing. He has
worked with more
than 700 drivers 
to train them to 
hone their mental
preparation for races.
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BY MIKE PRYSON

�
LEGENDARY
NASCAR team
owner Richard Chil-

dress isn’t embarrassed to say
there was a time not long ago
in his sport when loading and
unloading the team’s trailer
was about as close as his team
came to an organized physical-
fitness regimen.

How times have changed.
“Three decades ago, I don’t

think any of us even knew
what fitness meant,” said
Childress, an 11-time owner
champion in NASCAR’s three
major series. “We spent most
of our time traveling the coun-
try in trucks and vans to get
from one race to the next one.
We ate whatever we wanted.

“Today, there is so much
focus and commitment for the
crew members and the drivers

to stay in shape, which is a
good thing. This sport is all
about duration and speed, and
we keep our crews and drivers
in good shape to win races.”

Childress’ commitment 
to on-track excellence includes
a commitment to fitness 
back at his team’s race shop 
in Welcome, N.C., where he
provides his Richard Childress
Racing team a state-of-the-art
weight-training facility. He
even hired a pit-crew coach
specializing in strength and
conditioning to help make sure
the team gets the most from
those facilities.

“We have highly trained
athletes on our crews who
commit just as much time
working out to do their pit-
stop jobs as they do on improv-
ing pit stops,” Childress said.

Ray Wright runs Richard
Childress Racing’s strength-

and-conditioning initiative.
Wright, 36, a former college
baseball player who started in
right field for the 2000 NCAA
Division I national champi-
onship-winning LSU team,
joined RCR as a pit-crew coach
eight years ago. 

Wright came to RCR from
nearby Forsyth Country Day
School, where he was the
school’s assistant baseball
coach and strength coach. He
worked with, among others,
young NASCAR drivers
Austin and Ty Dillon—
Childress’ grandsons. 

“There’s no book that’s
written for how to train pit-
crew members,” Wright said.
“Some of these guys are 20
years old, and then you’ve got
37-year-old guys who have
been changing tires for 15
years. It’s such a broad range 
of people.”

In addition to going over the
wall on race day as a rear tire-
changer on Paul Menard’s
Sprint Cup car, Wright maps
out routines for the crew
members on all RCR teams.
Generally, crew members
work with him in the team’s
gym for about 90 minutes
every Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday during the season.

“Monday is usually a recov-
ery day after we get back from
the track,” Wright said.

FIT IN THE PITS
NASCAR TEAMS USE TRAINERS AND PIT-CREW 
COACHES TO GAIN A RACE-DAY EDGE

Former college baseball star 
Ray Wright wears a firesuit on
gamedays for RCR.
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“Motivation levels aren’t too
good on Monday. We just try
to get the guys moving, get
some heart rates up. Tuesdays
and Wednesdays are definitely
physical days, for sure. Then,
they’ve got to go back on the
(shop) floor and get back to
work on the cars.”

Obviously, the goal is to
shave a few tenths off pit-stop
times on Sundays.

“The biggest thing I’ve had
to learn is that the results of
my training are going to show
up in the pit stops,” Wright
said. “Nobody really cares that
we’ve got a guy who can back-
squat 400 pounds or bench-
press 315.”

Jason Pulver is one of RCR’s
old guard. The 37-year-old
aerodynamics expert who
works in the team’s research-
and-development wing has
been with RCR since 2000. On
Sundays, he changes the front
tires on Austin Dillon’s car.

“Fitness in our sport has
changed a lot,” Pulver said.
“When I started, basically you
just worked on the cars during
the week and went over the
wall pitting cars on the week-
end. Now, it’s evolved into
having mandatory workouts,
and they’re even bringing in
athletes right out of college to
work on the pit crews. We’ve
seen college football players

come into the sport to help the
team get an edge.”

Pulver said he had no trou-
ble buying into the new way of
thinking about fitness among
the crews.

“It’s a perk, if you ask me,”
Pulver said. “You get to work
out on company time. I think
it’s a great deal.”

Wright said, in addition 
to the workouts, he addresses
the importance of diet, part 
of the equation more difficult
to police given the fast-food
lifestyle and schedules of
many in the sport.

“You try to provide them
with knowledge and informa-
tion,” Wright said. “At the end

of the day, they’re … going to
do what they’ve got to do to
stay on the pit crew.”

What would Dale Earnhardt
say about all this new-fangled
health and fitness craze in
NASCAR?

“He would have been im-
pressed with what we have 
at RCR for a gym,” said Chil-
dress, the Intimidator’s boss
for his seven Cup champi-
onships. “He had a workout
routine he started in the late
’90s and even had a personal
trainer who worked with him
to keep in shape. 

“But his greatest training
and staying in shape was work-
ing on his farm and racing.” c

Jeremy West, above left, and the Richard Childress Racing
team, above right, work in the gym Mondays, Tuesdays
and Wednesdays to get ready for race day.
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ELLIOTT SADLER LIKES
it hot.
At least when he works out.

The NASCAR Xfinity Series driver
says he keeps the thermostat cranked up
in his home gym. Usually, he says, the
temperature hangs around 90 degrees.

When one thinks about the conditions
inside a race car on a sweltering track, the
high-temp training makes sense.

“It’s just so hot,” Sadler says. “It can
get up to 130 to 140 degrees inside the
car. You can lose anywhere from 9-10
pounds. It’s important to train for that.”

Sadler, who recently turned 40, says he
treats his home gym like a hot box, and
he often works out wearing several layers
of clothing.

His regimen is intense, especially with
a NASCAR driver’s tight schedule. In ad-
dition to race weekends normally starting
with Friday practice, Sadler also has to fit
in his workouts between media availabil-
ity and sponsorship obligations. 

Still, the Roush-Fenway driver gets in

three good workouts a week.
“We do cross-fit and interval training,”

he says. “We do strength training, too,
but not a lot of weight. We do more with

lifting a ton of reps. As a driver, I don’t
want to be bulky, I just want to be in
good physical condition.”

Unlike some drivers, good physical
condition is something that has never 
really eluded Sadler.

A talented athlete since his youth,
Sadler played six sports in high school, 
in addition to racing.

“Sports kept me busy,” he says. “I
played baseball, basketball, football, 
soccer, golf and cross country.”

He was good, too. 
In fact, by the time high school gradua-

tion rolled around, he was fielding offers
to play basketball from 15 different col-
leges. In the end, he chose James Madison
University in Virginia, his home state.
The reason was two-fold: He loved the
school, and going there would allow him
to stay close to home in the summer and
continue racing.

A preseason knee injury kept Sadler
from ever suiting up for JMU—it’s an 
injury Sadler still feels the effects of, 

TURNING 
UP THE 
HEAT

LONGTIME NASCAR DRIVER 
ELLIOTT SADLER’S TRAINING 
KEEPS HIM GOING STRONG

BY MIKE LARSON

NASCAR driver Elliott Sadler played six sports
in high school, including baseball.

DRIVER FITNESS 



but one he looks back on with at least 
a little fondness.

“Today, I can say it was a blessing in
disguise,” he says. “I wanted the college
experience. I wanted to play a sport in
college with all my heart and soul. But
after I got hurt, I lost a step. And at that
level, I just wasn’t good enough to over-
come the injury.”

Of course, he also had a pretty good
backup plan.

He gave up college basketball and 
went racing instead. He’s been racing in
NASCAR since 1995, having amassed 10
wins in the Xfinity Series, three in Sprint
Cup and one in the Camping World
Truck Series in that time.

In his long NASCAR career, Sadler
says he’s seen a huge movement among
racing drivers as they try to manage their
fitness routines.

“When I first started 20 years ago, I
would say maybe 10 percent (of drivers)
worked out,” Sadler says. “Now, in my
opinion, I would say that 90 percent do
some kind of fitness program.”

Racing has always been a sport where
teams work to tinker with and tweak a
car in order to wring out any advantage,
and it appears that now drivers are taking
the same approach with their own bodies.

“It’s what you have to do to compete
at a high level,” Sadler says. “For years,
people saw Mark (Martin) working out,

and then Jimmie (Johnson) started and
guys started to pay attention. It kind of
started a craze. 

“As we’ve grown as a sport, (drivers)
have become more conscious of the ad-
vantages of staying fit. I can say from ex-
perience, if you are in good shape, you
don’t feel as worn out when the race is
done. Almost everyone works out, and I’d
say about 90 percent of drivers are on a
diet plan, too.”

Even though he’s made racing his ca-
reer, Sadler hasn’t been able to turn off

the competitive beacon calling him to
other sports.

The racing driver mans right-center
field for a traveling softball team, playing
60-80 games a year. He also plays golf and
a regular pickup basketball game.

“As I’ve gotten a little bit older, I’ve 
realized that a big part of fitness is keep-
ing the competitive juices flowing,” he
says. “Staying in shape is as much about
maintaining your competitive edge as it
is about fitness. You need it all to keep
feeling good.” c

Elliott Sadler gets in three good
workouts a week to keep pace in 
the NASCAR Xfinity Series.
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IN THE OLD DAYS,
race-driver training
consisted of the fol-

lowing activities: smokin’,
drinkin’ and stayin’ out all
night. If the regimen called 
for physical exertion beyond
that required to fire a Zippo, 
a trainee could add “fightin’ 
an’ lovin’,” too. 

We miss that era. 
But in today’s competitive

motorsports arena, teams are
spending millions of dollars on
carbon-fiber titanium nostril
splicers that save as much

weight in the car as a driver
might gain eating a chocolate
doughnut. You just can’t use
the ancient methods anymore.
To finish first, first you have 
to finish, and if you’re passing
out from exhaustion halfway
through the SugaryDrink 
500 Sponsored by the Bacon
Advisory Council, chances are
you’re not going to finish at all.

So now there are physical
trainers and nutritionists in
motorsports. Most top-level
drivers have someone who has
either designed a workout and

diet regimen for them or 
follows them from race to 
race seeing that they adhere 
to it. Take Simon Hayes, 
one of the nation’s top trainers 
and owner of Performance
Physixx in Southern California 
(performancephysixx.com).

“I founded Performance
Physixx with the idea that I
came up with while working
on the McLaren Formula One
team when I was training
David Coulthard and Mika
Häkkinen,” said Hayes, who’s
been training drivers for 20-

plus years. “I knew different
disciplines in motorsport re-
quired different types of condi-
tioning, which wasn’t the
norm at the time because a 
lot of the trainers were doing 
a generic workout for every
form of motorsport.”

Hayes has been to Le Mans
as a trainer several times.

“That is a completely differ-
ent type of conditioning sys-
tem compared to what’s re-
quired in Formula One and
IndyCar.”

Indeed, Performance Phy-
sixx trains everyone from
IndyCar pilots to gentleman
racers and comes up with a 
fitness plan specific to each. 

“It’s like comparing a 100-
meter sprint runner to a dis-
tance runner,” said Hayes.
“Yes, they both have to run,
but the dynamics of the physi-
ology and the biomechanics
and all of that is actually 
very specific.”

The way Hayes tells it,
IndyCar drivers have the
toughest time in the cockpit.
There’s no power steering, no
power brakes. So being physi-
cally fit is a prerequisite.

“It’s a huge part of what we
have to do,” said Ryan Hunter-
Reay, a Performance Physixx
client. “We have the highest
lateral g-loading in racing, 
over 4 gs. The brake pedal, you
need 900 to 1,100 pounds pres-
sure on it. At the end of the
straightaway, you take your
foot and you push as hard as
you absolutely can. There are
four to six zones like that in a
race, and you’re doing it four 
to six times a lap. By end of the
race, your left side, from the
glutes to the hamstring and 
all the way up your back, is 
totally tensed up.”

Having a modern Indy car’s
supportive seat and head sur-
round helps, but, Hunter-Reay
says, even tilting your head
half an inch can have an 
“almost-disorienting effect.”

Sports-car drivers don’t 
necessarily have it any easier.

DRIVER FITNESS

FIGHT TO
THE FINISH
SIMON HAYES TRAINS RACE-CAR 
DRIVERS TO HANDLE THE EXTREME 
RIGORS OF THEIR SPORT

BY MARK VAUGHN



DeltaWing driver and former
IndyCar pilot Katherine Legge
was a Performance Physixx
client before she moved to
Indianapolis.

“The DeltaWing’s really
physical to drive because the
steering’s massively heavy,”
Legge said. 

So having a strong body 
in the cockpit is a necessity. 

“You have to take the phys-
ical side out of the equation,”
said Legge, “so mentally that’s
not taking up your time, so
you feel relaxed and you feel
like driving easy and then you
focus on all the other things
like passing and drafting.”

Hayes has come up with
targeted exercises to counter
the specific forces drivers face
in the cockpit. 

“For some, I adapt some 
of the basic exercises like a
bench press but simply holding
the bar up for a two-second
count.” But there are very race
car-specific moves, too.

“We also have an adapted
steering system which I’ve de-
signed alongside a professional
race driver, Markus Niemelä
(Atlantics champion in 2008).
… We’ve designed a reactive

bar with resistance. When 
you lift the weight up, it 
behaves like the steering 
system of the Indy car, 
where you’re having to 
activate your shoulders, 
chest and arm muscles to 
stabilize the resistance whilst
you’re performing basic reps.” 

Whatever you drive, Hayes
will devise your program. 

“I look at the individual
client’s goals and aspirations,
whether they be a gentleman
driver who wants to up his 
fitness, or somebody like
(Hunter-Reay) who’s trying 
to win the Indianapolis 500.”

Does he think there’s one
form of motorsport that’s the
most physically demanding?

“I would have to say 
the drivers in the WEC 
and IndyCar series are pretty
much the best, just as far 
as the dynamics of cars that
they have to drive and the 
type of fitness that they have
to apply to be successful in
those series.”

So whether you’re aiming
for Indy or have simply stapled
and taped together a LeMons
entry, consider getting in shape
part of your race prep. c

Simon Hayes, founder of Performance Physixx, trains Porsche
Supercup race driver Blair Chang (opposite, above and below) 
and IndyCar racer Townsend Bell (bottom) by devising muscle-
specific regimens that will help them handle their cars better.
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BY NATALIE NEFF

�
WHILE THE MILES HAVE
slowed in the third quarter, 
enjoyment of our long-term 2014

Nissan Rogue has all but. With its hand-
some looks, ultra-flexible interior, just-
right size and generous suite of amenities
and safety features, staffers have called on
the Rogue for all sorts of duties. It’s served
as date-night chariot and kiddie shuttle,
work truck and Ikea goodies transport ex-
traordinaire (with the rear seats folded,
there’s 70 cubic feet of cargo volume; that’s
a lot of flat-packs). While we didn’t venture
far afield, as the miles can attest, it was a
rare night that the Rogue sat unused.

It actually did better than most in our
long-term fleet at managing an extra-cold
winter, the four-banger and heated seats
warming up quickly and the all-wheel
drive and stock 18-inch all-seasons doing 
a decent job of carving a path through the
slick and slushy stuff. The Rogue can feel
somewhat crashy over the post-winter bro-

ken pavement, with bump stiffness a bit
higher than similar vehicles. It’s especially
jumpy over ruts that come in close succes-
sion, but cornering ability remains good
and the steering is responsive, direct and

stays true even as lightly weighted as it is,
without requiring a whole lot of rowing.
Brakes still feel strong, too, with a fairly 
responsive brake pedal.

Power remains satisfying even if the
CVT makes for a buzzy affair when you’re
goosing the throttle. Ask for too much all
at once, and the CVT becomes a bottle-
neck, briefly choking access to power until
the rubber bands can catch up.

Maintenance for the quarter included 
a scheduled 15,000-mile service stop, as
well as two unscheduled visits to the shop
to replace a floppy driver’s-side visor and
crunched passenger-side taillight housing.
Whereas the routine maintenance 
ran north of $300, we were pleasantly 
surprised at having to shell out just $104
to fix the taillight. 

Less pleasant was seeing our average
fuel mileage plummet, thanks largely 
to the cold season as well as the limited
highway driving we put in. Still, the 
21.7 mpg on the quarter only dropped 
our average to date to 25.1 mpg, so we’re
not really complaining. Also, with fuel
prices remaining at gloriously low levels,
we spent under $400 to keep the Rogue
rolling through the quarter.

With a break in the weather, here’s to a
fun final quarter with the handy Rogue. c

MOULIN ROGUE
OUR LONG-TERM NISSAN CUTS A STYLISH FIGURE

\\  2014 NISSAN ROGUE SL AWD

DRIVES \\ LONG-TERMERS

THIRD-QUARTER
UPDATE
AS-TESTED PRICE:

$32,905

MILES DRIVEN

(QUARTER/TO DATE):

3,594.3/17,128.1
FUEL ECONOMY
(QUARTER/TO DATE):
21.7/25.1 mpg
FUEL COST
(QUARTER/TO DATE):
$384.86/
$2,133.34 
DAYS OUT OF
SERVICE
(QUARTER/TO DATE):
None/none

MAINTENANCE:

15,000-mile
service, including

oil change, replace
engine air filter,
replace cabin air
filter, adjust drive
belts, rotate and
balance tires,
lubricate locks 
and hinges, clean
and adjust brakes,
adjust emergency
brake, check 
and fill fluids,
perform electronic
fuel-injection
cleaning, general
inspection
($312.81); replace
driver’s-side sun
visor (warranty);
replace right
taillight housing
($103.78)



�THE BMW M3 IS ONE
of those do-practically-

anything cars. It has space for
four adults, a big trunk and
enough power to light up the
tires at 50 mph. What more
could the well-to-do enthusiast
ask for?

Not much, actually, be-
cause we’re enthusiasts. That’s
why we picked Yas Marina
blue with white leather for 
our 2014 M3, that’s why we
sprung for the $8,000 track-
day brakes, and that’s why 
we hated pulling off the stock
Michelin Pilot Super Sports
and installing our Pirelli
Winter 270 Sottozero tires.
The latter signified the end 
of sticky blacktop and hot laps
at the local track.

We put about 3,000 miles
on our M3 in the second quar-
ter. That’s about half as many
as we did over the summer.

We’re glad we installed those
winter tires early; they allowed
us to get out of even deep
snow with a little finesse. We
averaged more than 20 mpg 
in a mix of city and highway
driving—beating the 19-mpg
combined EPA rating. The
Bimmer spent no days out of
service, despite cresting 10,000
miles without an oil change.

This car gets a lot of love
from other BMW drivers, who
seem very happy to engage.

“I got two separate thumbs-
up from BMW drivers over the
weekend. Who says they’re all
pricks?” said one editor. 

We still haven’t had any 
interior problems, besides the
white leather broadcasting
every foot streak we put on it.
We’ve barely heard any creaks
in the plastic paneling, even on
freezing-cold winter mornings.
Speaking of, those heated seats

and heated steering wheel
were worth their weight in ice
in December. Well before the
cabin heated up, our rears and
fingertips were warm. 

About that first question,
though … What more could
we ask for, if we’re being
greedy? 

A little more comfort,
maybe. Even in its softest
mode, the adaptive suspension
is still rough on the kidneys.

And that dual-clutch transmis-
sion doesn’t do much to allevi-
ate the rough ride, either.
Regardless of mode, the car
still gets a little jerky as the
clutch engages. 

That only happens at slow
speeds, though. Once we put 
a little weight on that right
pedal, that jerkiness goes away
and the rush of acceleration
comes on, along with seamless
shifts and whooshing turbos.

And that’s what the M3 
is really about: power and 
control, not daily commutes. 
If you’re not a true enthusiast,
keep on walkin’.

The M3 truly does every-
thing a buyer wants it to. But
it’s for the hardcore only. If
you don’t see a lot of track
days in your future, stick with
the splendid, comfortable and
quick 335i—your kidneys will
thank you. c

SECOND-QUARTER UPDATE
AS-TESTED PRICE: $84,300

MILES DRIVEN (QUARTER/TO

DATE): 3,063/10,203
FUEL ECONOMY (QUARTER/TO
DATE): 20.5 mpg/20.7 mpg
FUEL COST (QUARTER/TO DATE):
$516.15/ $1,895.55 
DAYS OUT OF SERVICE 
(QUARTER/TO DATE): None/none

MAINTENANCE: Purchase and 
install winter tires ($1,458.68)

MASTER OF
ALL TRADES
OUR LONG-TERM BIMMER 
OFFERS (NEARLY) EVERYTHING 
AN ENTHUSIAST COULD WANT

BY JAKE LINGEMAN

\\  2014 BMW M3
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CUSTOM-FIT AUTOMOTIVE ACCESSORIES TO PROTECT YOUR VEHICLE



Acura · Audi · BMW · Buick · Cadillac · Chevrolet · Chrysler · Dodge · Ferrari · Ford · GMC · Honda · Hummer · Hyundai · Infi niti
Isuzu · Jeep · Kia · Land Rover · Lexus · Lincoln · Maserati · Mazda · Mercedes-Benz · Mercury · Mini · Mitsubishi · Nissan
Oldsmobile ·  Plymouth · Pontiac · Porsche · Saab · Saturn · Scion · Subaru · Suzuki · Toyota · Volkswagen · Volvo · and more!

Accessories Available for 

Order Now: 800-441-6287 Canadian Customers
WeatherTech.ca

American Customers
WeatherTech.com

European Customers
WeatherTechEurope.com

© 2015 by MacNeil IP LLC



\\ SHOWCASE

GARAGE GEAR

877.966.2253  |  www.baldheadcabinets.com

 
 

 

Premium Metal Cabinets

MADE IN

USA

YOUR LIVING ROOM MAY GET JEALOUS.
Premium custom metal cabinets for garages, workshops, toy barns
and commercial spaces. Family owned and USA made.

TEXT YOUR YEAR, MAKE AND MODEL 
TO 617-657-4212 FOR MORE INFO

★★★★★ 
—Lexus ES350 owner

MicrobeadCarCovers.com
888-627-1129

SELECT-FIT from $99.95
SELECT-FLEECE from $179.95

FITS LIKE 
A GLOVE!

— Porsche  
 Panamera  
 owner

Free 2-Day 
Shipping Code
 2DAYAUTO
(CONTINENTAL USA)

THE ALL-NEW  
AUTOWEEK STORE  
IS NOW OPEN!

Shop today at  
autoweek.com/store

Car care, accessories, garage 
gear, driving schools and more...

marketplace@autoweek.com 1.800.722.7798

Reserve your ad space in the 
up-coming Father’s Day Gift 
Guide e-blast!  

This custom built e-blast is designed to 
showcase your product to more than 
275,000 Autoweek readers looking for 
the perfect gift for the man in their lives. 
Our readers are just a click away from 
your product – don’t miss out!

The Autoweek Father’s Day gift 
Guide e-blast is June 6, 2015.

Special e-blast

FATHER’S DAY  
GIFT GUIDE E-BLAST

CONTACT US TO PLACE YOUR AD TODAY!



The sun rises and sets at peak travel periods,
during the early morning and afternoon

rush hours and many drivers find themselves
temporarily blinded while driving directly 
into the glare of the sun. Deadly accidents are
regularly caused by such blinding glare with
danger arising from reflected light off another
vehicle, the pavement, or even from waxed
and oily windshields that can make matters
worse. Early morning dew can exacerbate this
situation. Yet, motorists struggle on despite
being blinded by the sun’s glare that can 
cause countless accidents every year.

Not all sunglasses are created equal.
Protecting your eyes is serious business.
With all the fancy fashion frames out there 
it can be easy to overlook what really mat-
ters––the lenses. So we did our research and
looked to the very best in optic innovation
and technology.

Sometimes it does take a rocket 
scientist. A NASA rocket scientist.
Some ordinary sunglasses can obscure your 
vision by exposing your eyes to harmful UV
rays, blue light, and reflective glare. They 
can also darken useful vision-enhancing light.
But now, independent research conducted by
scientists from NASA's Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory has brought forth ground-breaking tech-
nology to help protect human eyesight from

the harmful effects
of solar radiation
light. This superior
lens technology was first discovered
when NASA scientists looked to nature for
a means to superior eye protection—specifi-
cally, by studying the eyes of eagles, known
for their extreme visual acuity. This discovery
resulted in what is now known as Eagle Eyes®.

The Only Sunglass Technology Certified by
the Space Foundation for UV and 
BlueLight Eye Protection.
Eagle Eyes® features the most advanced 
eye protection technology ever created. 
The TriLenium® Lens Technology offers
triple-filter polarization to block 99.9% UVA
and UVB—plus the added benefit of blue-
light eye protection. Eagle Eyes® is
the only optic technology that
has earned official recognition
from the Space Certification
Program for this remarkable
technology. Now, that’s proven 
science-based protection.

The finest optics: 
And buy one, get one FREE! 
Eagle Eyes® has the highest customer satisfac-
tion of any item in our 20 year history. We 
are so excited for you to try the Eagle Eyes®

breakthrough technology that we will give you
a second pair of Eagle Eyes® Navigator™

Sunglasses FREE––a $99 value!

That’s two pairs to protect your eyes with 
the best technology available for less than the
price of one pair of traditional sunglasses. You
get a pair of Navigators with stainless steel
black frames and the other with stainless steel
gold, plus two micro-fiber drawstring cleaning
pouches are included. Keep one pair in your
pocket and one in your car at all times.

Your satisfaction is 100% guaranteed.
If you are not astounded with the Eagle Eyes®

technology, enjoying clearer, sharper and more
glare-free vision, simply return one pair within
60 days for a full refund of the purchase price.
The other pair is yours to keep. No one else
has such confidence in their optic technology.
Don’t leave your eyes in the hands of fashion
designers, entrust them to the best scientific

minds on earth. Wear your Eagle Eyes®

Navigators with absolute confidence, know-
ing your eyes are protected with technology
that was born in space for the human race.

Urgent: Special Summer Driving Notice

Slip on a pair of Eagle Eyes® and everything
instantly appears more vivid and sharp. You’ll 
immediately notice that your eyes are more 
comfortable and relaxed and you’ll feel no need
to squint. The scientifically designed sunglasses
are not just fashion accessories—they are neces
sary to protect your eyes from those harmful rays 
produced by the sun during peak driving times.

simulation

Eagle Eyes®

Lens

To some, sunglasses are a fashion accessory…

Certified EAGLE EYES® was developed
from original NASA Optic technology 

and was recently inducted into the 
Space Foundation Technology Hall of Fame.

14101 Southcross Drive W.,
Dept. EEN10501
Burnsville, Minnesota 55337
www.stauer.com

Eagle Eyes® Navigator™ Sunglasses
Offer Code Price $49 + S&P Save $50

PLUS receive the Navigator™ Gold 
absolutely FREE!—2 pairs for the 
price of one!

18003332045
Your Insider Offer Code: EEN10501
You must use this insider offer code to 
get our special price.

Rating of A+

Smart Luxuries—Surprising Prices™

Stauer®

† Special price only for customers using the offer code
versus the price on Stauer.com without your offer code.

But When Driving, 
These Sunglasses 
May Save Your Life!

Navigator™ Gold Stainless Steel Sunglasses

Navigator™
Black Stainless

Steel Sunglasses

Studies by the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration

(NHTSA) show that most (74%) 
of the crashes occurred 

on clear, sunny days

Drivers’ Alert: Driving can expose you to more 
dangerous glare than any sunny day at the beach can…
do you know how to protect yourself?

Receive  the Navigator™ Gold 
Sunglasses (a $99 value) FREE! 
just for trying the Navigator™ Black



SOLD - 1933 Ford Custom – $100,000

#BarrettJackson3RD ANNUAL HOT AUGUST NIGHTS AUCTION PRESENTED BY

AUGUST 6-8, 2015
R E N O - S P A R K S  C O N V E N T I O N  C E N T E R

Experience the 2015 Reno Tahoe Auction live exclusively on Discovery Channel,  
Velocity and around the world on Discovery Networks International.

Consign. Bid. Experience. Barrett-Jackson.com

CONSIGNMENTS NOW INVITED FOR RENO TAHOE!
Reserve and No Reserve options are available. Contact an automotive specialist at 480.421.6694

Experience the 2015 Reno Tahoe Auctio
Velocity and around the world on 

g pConsign. Bid. Experienc

SOLD - 1932 Ford Custom Roadster – $100,000



GovMint.com releases new American Silver 
Eagles at our LOWEST PRICE in years!

Millions of people collect the American
Eagle Silver Dollar. In fact it’s been
the country’s most popular Silver

Dollar for over two decades. Try as they
might, that makes it a very hard “secret” to
keep quiet. And right now, many of those
same people are lining up to secure the
brand new 2015 U.S. Eagle Silver Dollars —
placing their orders now to ensure that they
get America’s newest Silver Dollar— in
stunning Brilliant Uncirculated condition
— before millions of others beat them to it.

America’s Brand New 
Silver Dollar

This is a strictly limited release of one of 
the most beautiful silver coins in the world.
Today you have the opportunity to secure
these massive, hefty one full Troy ounce 
U.S. Silver Dollars in Brilliant Uncirculated
condition. The nearly 100-year-old design
features walking Lady Liberty draped in 
a U.S. flag, while the other side depicts a 
majestic U.S. Eagle, thirteen stars, and an
American shield.

But the clock is ticking...

The Most Affordable 
Precious Metal

Silver is by far the most affordable of 
all precious metals — and each full Troy
ounce American Eagle Silver Dollar is 
government guaranteed for its 99.9% 
purity, authenticity, and legal tender status.

Our Lowest Price in Years
Why are we releasing the most popular Silver
Dollar in America at our lowest introductory
price in years? To introduce you to what
hundreds of thousands of smart collectors
and satisfied customers have known
since 1984 — GovMint.com is the best
source for coins worldwide.

Timing is Everything
Our advice? Keep this to yourself. The more
people who know about this offer, the worse
for you. Demand for Silver Eagles in recent
years has shattered records. Experts predict
that 2015 Silver Eagles may break them once
again. Our supplies are limited and there is a
strict limit of 50 per household. 

30-Day Satisfaction 
Guarantee

You must be 100% satisfied with your 2015
American Eagle Silver Dollars or return
them within 30 days of receipt for a prompt
refund (less s/h). Don’t miss out on this 
exciting new release. Call immediately 
to secure these American Eagle Silver 
Dollars NOW! 

2015 American Eagle 
Silver Dollar BU........  $19.95 ea.

Introductory Price  $17.95 ea. (plus s/h)
(LIMIT 10)

Additional 2015 Silver Eagle BU Dollars
may be purchased for $19.95 each (plus s/h).
Limited to 50 total coins per household.

For fastest service, call today toll-free

1-800-956-7267
Offer Code PEG339-06
Please mention this code when you call.

Actual size 
is 40.6 mm

THE BEST SOURCE FOR COINS WORLDWIDE™

GovMint.com • 14101 Southcross Dr. W. Dept. PEG339-06 • Burnsville, Minnesota 55337

Prices and availability subject to change without notice. Past performance is not a predictor of future performance.
NOTE: GovMint.com® is a private distributor of worldwide government coin and currency issues and privately issued 
licensed collectibles and is not affiliated with the United States government. Facts and figures deemed accurate as of 
March 2015. ©2015 GovMint.com.

Shocking 

Introductory Price!

$17 95

Shocking 

Introductory Price!

$17 95each
each



Are You Ready for the Car-Drying

The confi guration and design of the Master Blaster® are trademarks of Metropolitan Vacuum Cleaner Co., Inc.

For details about our full 
American-made product line, visit: METROVAC.COM | 1.800.822.1602

“Air Force® Master Blaster®

is the ONLY tool we use
to dry cars in my shop.”

Wayne Carini

Chasing Classic Cars

•  Powerful 8.0-peak HP

•  Uses warm, dry fi ltered air – safer and faster 
than a leaf blower or compressor

•  Touchless process eliminates scratches, 
water streaks and spots

•  NEW! Front-end swivel wheels for added mobility

•  Wall-mount bracket and hose hanger included

FEATURES

The car dryer power you've counted on for

nearly 15 years has evolved. Introducing the

Air Force® Master Blaster® Revolution™ -

it dries cars in 15 minutes or less and is

the top choice of professional detailers

and car enthusiasts worldwide. 
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MPT Classic Polish/Finish coats 
your vehicle with a slippery-
smooth durable finish that will 
protect your vehicle from debris, 
bugs and anything mother nature 
can dish out. Experience the 
ease of maintaining a long-
lasting high-gloss finish with MPT 
Classic Polish/Finish.

MPT Industries
Dover NJ 07801

Phone: 800-351-0605
www.mptindustries.com

Hours: 8:00AM to 5:00PM EST, M-F

THE ULTIMATE IN PAMPERED PROTECTION

(888) 996-7853
www.modulinecabinets.com/A291

LIFETIME

Organizee
       Style!with

Garages • Shops • Trailers

They call walking the “perfect exercise.” It gets your heart pumping, clears your head and fills
your lungs with fresh air. Not bad, but we found a way to make it even better. Before you take

your next 10,000 steps, add a little strut to your stroll. Take the Stauer Gentleman’s Walking Stick
anywhere and I promise that you’ll feel like a conquering hero. Our Stauer Gentleman’s Walking
Stick is a tip of the top hat to turn-of-the-century tradition that looks and feels as good as the 
original—for ONLY $49!  

The ultimate travel companion. Our 36" Gentleman’s Walking Stick is crafted from a solid shaft of
imported Sheesham (Indian Rosewood) and finished with layers of black lacquer. The rounded, knob-style
head has serious weight and the silver-finished brass features an elegant engraved design that adds flair while
improving your grip. And a black rubber tip steadies your stance on all sorts of surfaces.

Your satisfaction is 100% guaranteed. Try the Stauer Gentleman’s Walking Stick for two months. 
If you’re not convinced that it adds sophistication to your stride, simply send it back within 60 days for a com-
plete refund of your purchase price. Supports up to 250 lbs.
Stauer Gentleman’s Walking Stick *

Offer Code Price— $49 Save $30
You must use the insider offer code to get our special price.

1-800-859-1736
Offer Code SWS221-01
Please use this code when you order to receive your discount.

* Discount for customers who use the offer code versus the listed original Stauer.com price.

TAKE 38% OFF 
INSTANTLY!
When you use your

INSIDER OFFER CODE

The must-have men’s accessory once carried by kings, presidents, barons and
billionaires is back—and can be yours for ONLY $49!

This Is How To Walk the Walk

Image not actual size.

14101 Southcross Drive W.,
Dept. SWS221-01, 

Burnsville, Minnesota 55337
www.stauer.com

Stauer®

Rating of A+

GARAGE GEAR



\\ SHOWCASE

DRIVE IT, RACE IT, MODIFY IT

GARAGE GEAR

OVER 100 EVENTS

DRIVE YOUR CAR ON  
THE RACE TRACK!

Full event listing at: hookedondriving.com

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR ONLINE REGISTRATION  
 VISIT WWW.HOOKEDONDRIVING.COM 
 OR CALL 888.999.0678 TODAY!



*Please add $6.99 s/h.  Taxes on orders shipped outside of PA are the 
responsibility of the purchaser; PA residents add 6% tax.  Available 
to new customers only. One per customer.  From time to time 
substitutions may occur.  We only sell our products to adults who 

meet legal age requirements to purchase tobacco products.

Cigar.com
1911 Spillman Drive | Dept. #26 | Bethlehem, PA 18015

Cigar.com/CGSA510
Enter full web address for offer

CALL 800.357.9800
Mention CGSA510

Offer expires 7/31/15

Starter Set IV Includes:
Rocky Patel Decade
Alec Bradley Prensado
Oliva Serie ‘O’ 
Cohiba Red Dot
Casa Magna 
Gurkha Centurian

CAO Brazilia
Macanudo
Romeo y Julieta Vintage
Montecristo Media Noche
+ 40-Capacity
    Desktop Humidor

SAVE
85%

90
RATED

94
RATED

91
RATED

95
RATED

92
RATED

96
RATED

93
RATED

800.357.9800 | The Home for Cigar Enthusiasts



Order Now: 800-441-6287 Canadian Customers
WeatherTech.ca

American Customers
WeatherTech.com

European Customers
WeatherTechEurope.com

© 2014 by MacNeil IP LLC

Acura · Audi · BMW · Buick · Cadillac · Chevrolet · Chrysler · Dodge · Ferrari · Ford · GMC · Honda · Hummer · Hyundai · Infi niti 
Isuzu · Jeep · Kia · Land Rover · Lexus · Lincoln · Maserati · Mazda · Mercedes-Benz · Mercury · Mini · Mitsubishi · Nissan 
Oldsmobile ·  Plymouth · Pontiac · Porsche · Saab · Saturn · Scion · Subaru · Suzuki · Toyota · Volkswagen · Volvo · and more!

Accessories Available for 

Laser Measured, Custom-Fit 
FloorLiner™

Available in Black, Tan and Grey 
for over 900 Applications

Side Window Deflectors

CargoTech™

Check out our full line of Automotive Accessories at WeatherTech.com

Automot ive Accessor ies

In-Channel

Cargo Containment System

Available in Black, Tan and Grey

Cargo/Trunk Liner

Premium Automotive 
Care & Cleaning Products





• 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed
• Over 25 Million Satisfi ed Customers

• 550 Stores Nationwide
• HarborFreight.com    800-423-2567

• No Hassle Return Policy
• Lifetime Warranty On All Hand Tools

SUPER
 

COUPON
SUPER

 

COUPON

SUPER
 

COUPON

SUPER
 

COUPON
SUPER

 

COUPON

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 
or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 
Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/25/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 8 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 
or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 
Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/25/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 
or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 
Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/25/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 
or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 
Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/25/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 
or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 
Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/25/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 7 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 
or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 
Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/25/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 
or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 
Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/25/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 7 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 
or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 
Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/25/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SUPER
 

COUPON

QUALITY TOOLS AT RIDICULOUSLY LOW PRICES
HARBOR FREIGHT

LIMIT 1 - Save 20% on any one item purchased at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. *Cannot be used with other discount, coupon, gift cards, Inside Track Club 
membership, extended service plans or on any of the following: compressors, generators, tool 
storage or carts, welders, fl oor jacks, Towable Ride-On Trencher, Saw Mill (Item 61712/62366/67138), 
Predator Gas Power Items, open box items, in-store event or parking lot sale items. Not valid on 
prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase date with original receipt. Non-transferable. 
Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/25/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SUPER COUPON

ANY SINGLE ITEM

20%
OFF

LIMIT 1 - Cannot be used with other discount, coupon or prior purchase. Coupon good at our 
stores, HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Offer good while supplies last. Shipping 
& Handling charges may apply if not picked up in-store. Non-transferable. Original coupon 
must be presented. Valid through 9/25/15. Limit one FREE GIFT coupon per customer per day.

SUPER COUPON

FREE
How Does Harbor Freight 
Sell GREAT QUALITY Tools 

at the LOWEST Prices?
We have invested millions of 
dollars in our own state-of-the-art 
quality test labs and millions more 
in our factories, so our tools will go 
toe-to-toe with the top professional 
brands. And we can sell them for 
a fraction of the price because we 
cut out the middle man and pass 
the savings on to you. It’s just that 
simple! Come visit one of our 
550 Stores Nationwide.

WITH ANY PURCHASE

SUPER
 

COUPON

WOW SUPER COUPON

$5999    

 RAPID PUMP® 1.5 TON 
ALUMINUM RACING JACK 

• 3-1/2 Pumps Lifts 
Most Vehicles

• Weighs 27 lbs.

SAVE
$60

 LOT  69252/68053 shown

60569/62160/62496/62516

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 

or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 

Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/25/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

4" MAGNETIC 
PARTS HOLDER

LOT 62535 
90566 shown

REG. PRICE 
$5. 99 

 $199 
SAVE 
66%

SUPER
 

COUPON

 $14999 

 2.5 HP, 21 GALLON 
125 PSI VERTICAL 
AIR COMPRESSOR 

LOT  67847  shown
61454/61693

REG. PRICE 
$219 .99 

SAVE 
$70

 1500 WATT DUAL 
TEMPERATURE 

HEAT GUN 
(572°/1112°) 

 $899 
REG. PRICE $29 .99 

SAVE 
70%

LOT 62340/62546 
96289 shown

SAVE 
$185

 30", 5 DRAWER 
TOOL CART 

 $16499 REG. PRICE 
$349 .99 

• 704 lb. Capacity

LOT  69397 
61427

95272 shown

WOW SUPER COUPON

$1999  
 

SAVE
50%

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 

or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 

Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/25/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

 PNEUMATIC 
ADJUSTABLE 
ROLLER SEAT 

LOT 46319 shown
61160/61896

• 300 lb. 
Capacity

 $7999 REG. PRICE 
$129 .99 

 1650 PSI 
PRESSURE 

WASHER 
LOT 69488

SAVE 
$50

• 1.3 GPM

WOW SUPER COUPON

$64  
 

SAVE
$35

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 

or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 

Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/25/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

 1.5 HP ELECTRIC POLE SAW 

LOT  68862 

• Extends from 
6 ft. to 8 ft. 10"  $25999 

REG. PRICE $399 .99 

1195 LB. CAPACITY
4 FT. x 8 FT.

HEAVY DUTY FOLDABLE 
UTILITY TRAILER

LOT   62170/62648
62666/90154 shown

• DOT certifi ed

SAVE 
$140

1/4" DRIVE

3/8" DRIVE

1/2" DRIVE

LOT  2696 /61277

LOT  807 /61276

LOT  62431 
239 shown

 TORQUE 
WRENCH ES

"Impressive Accuracy, 
Amazing Value"

– Car Craft Magazine

YOUR CHOICE!

 $999 

• Accuracy 
within ±4%

SAVE 
66%

REG. PRICE $29 .99 

VEHICLE 
POSITIONING 

WHEEL DOLLY

LOT  67287/62234
61917 shown 

 $6499 REG. PRICE 
$109 .99 

• 1250 lb. Capacity 

SAVE 
$45

WOW SUPER COUPON

$9999   

SAVE
$70

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 

or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 

Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/25/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

1.51 CUBIC FT. 
SOLID STEEL DIGITAL 

FLOOR SAFE

LOT 61565/62678
91006 shown

 6 PIECE 
SCREWDRIVER 

SET LOT 61313/62570
62728/62583/47770 shown

VALUE
 $499 
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Works with the factory radio and options.
Matches the interior.
Retains the cargo space.
For specific models of Chevy, Ford,
Dodge, GMC and Jeep.

Mobile audio for the 21st century.

Shop at www.kicker.com/VSS, or see an authorized KICKER retailer.

GARAGE GEAR
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MOTORING

Sports & Imports

Sports & Imports

Sports & Imports

Sports & Imports

2015 CORVETTES & Z06’s IN STOCK
Factory Orders, Huge Allocation! Taking
Deposits on 2016 Z06’s. Contact Kevin
Will At: Kevin_will@lesstanford.com Or
Call: (866)401-8388

2012 Boss 302 Mustang - Laguna Seca
Specs, Borla Exhst, Upgraded Suspen-
sion & Brks, 1/2 Cage, 3 Sets Of Whls,
Perfect, 8K Mi, All Orig Parts, Track Or
Show, $36K. Bill (508)778-6769 (MA)

Th e World's Largest For-Sale-By-Owner
Marketplace Featuring Luxury, Sports,

Classic & Exotic Autos PLUS Hi-End RV's
Buyers & Sellers Call

1-800-546-8457  |  www.cacars.com

Calling All Cars

D ia be te s  F o u n da tio n , In c.  1 3  S u n flow e r Ave n u e   P a ra m u s, N J  0 76 5 2
Te l: (2 0 1) 4 4 4 - 0 3 3 7   1 - 8 0 0 - 6 3 3 - 3 1 6 0   F a x  (2 0 1) 4 4 4 - 5 5 8 0

E -M a il: in fo @ dia be te s fo u n da tio n in c.o rg ID  N o. 4 2 0 - 4 - 3 1 2 2 9   R L  # 342

355 Route 17 South
Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458

Only 3,000 Tickets
$100.00 Per Ticket

See the Porsche 911 Carrera on display at the New 
York International Auto Show

April 3 - 12, 2015
North Concourse

Jacob K. Javits Convention Center
DRAWING ON SATURDAY,  

JUNE 20, 2015 AT 12:00 NOON
JACK DANIELS PORSCHE

355 ROUTE 17 SOUTH
UPPER SADDLE RIVER, NJ

(PRESENCE NOT REQUIRED TO WIN. 
DRAWING RESULTS POSTED ON

www.diabetesfoundationinc.org)

Join these organizations in the
fight against diabetes – buy a ticket!

NAME ______________________________________ TELEPHONE ____________________

EMAIL ______________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS___________________________________________________________________

CITY _________________________________________ STATE _______ ZIP ______________

# OF TICKETS AT $100.00 EACH = $ (Total Amount)

AMEX       VISA       MASTERCARD       DISCOVER   

CARD NO. ______________________________________________

______________________________________________ ______________________________________________

EXP. ________________

NAME ON CARD _____________________________________________________________

SIGNATURE ____________________________________________________________ ______

TO ORDER TICKETS MAIL OR FAX THIS COMPLETED FORM WITH PAYMENT OR 
CALL 1-800-633-3160  ORDER ONLINE AT WWW.DIABETESFOUNDATIONINC.ORG

Dedicated to improving the care and quality of life for people with diabetes through
 medical assistance, public education and camp scholarships for children.

PRESENTS THE

WIN AN ALL NEW 2015 PORSCHE 911 CARRERA
CAR RAFFLE26th ANNUAL 

NO SUBSTITUTION OR CASH IN LIEU OF PRIZE  VOID WHERE PROHIBITED

All Taxes, Fees, Etc. Are The Responsibility Of The Winner

or make checks payable to: Diabetes Foundation, Inc.

Diabetes Foundation, Inc. is a 501c3 Charitable Corporation
AW

’79 MERCEDES 450 SLC- Euro Model (Short
Bumpers), Silver/Multi Int, Sunroof, CD, 47.5K
Mi, Unusually Clean, $14K. (504)288-2635

CLASSIC’S FOR SALE: Mtrcycls, M5, ,64
MGB, 67 RS Conv, 75 Caddy, 355GTS,
944, 914’s, 930, Vettes, islandmotorcars.net

SLOANCARS.COM   Since 1976
Largest Selection Vintage Air Cooled Porsches in USA
’86 911 Turbo Prussian Blue/Navy                      11k mi.
’87 911 Turbo Coupe Red/Black                         14k mi.
’88 911 Coupe Red/Black                                   19k mi.
’89 911 Speedster White/Navy/Navy Top           10k mi.
’94 3.6 Turbo S Flatnose Black/Grey                  16k mi.
’95 C4 Cab Seal Gray/Black                               51k mi.
’96 993 Cab Arena Red/Tan/Tan Top                61k mi.
’97 Turbo S Black Metallic/Grey                         17k mi. 
richard@sloancars.com (203) 675-3235 CT

  Pre Owned Cayenne Diesel Demos!

  Cayman GTS Demo - Available!
  2016 Cayennes GTS - Available!
  2015 Porsche Macan S - Orders
  2015 911 GTS Cabriolet Demo!

  2015 Cayenne V6 - Orders Available
  2014 Cayenne Diesel Certified!

  2014 911 Carrera 4S Cabriolet - Special!
  2011 911 S Cabriolet - Certified
  2011 Manual Transmission Cayenne - Consigned
  2003 C4S Coupe - Just In
  All Remaining Mid Engines on Special!

  We Will Buy Your Porsche.

  Porsche New & Certified Pre-Owned Vehicles
  European Delivery Specialists
  See us at: bend.porschedealer.com

  Porsche of Bend

  Bend, Oregon
  541-382-1711 Ask for Porsche Sales
  reneverbrugge@kendallauto.com
  cccmanagement@kendallauto.com        

Factory Authorized Dealer
   2015 Aston Martin Vantage GT                                                          In Stock

   2015 Aston Martin DB9 Coupe                          Black/Red                 $218,280
   2015 Aston Martin DB9 Coupe                           White/Tan                $209,083
   2015 Aston Martin Vantage GT                         Black/Black               $138,765
   2008 Audi R8 5.2                                                 Black/Black               $115,000
   2014 Ferrari 458 Speciale                                    White/Black              $408,000
   2014 Ferrari F12 Berlinetta                               Red/Cuoio                $415,000
   2013 Ferrari F12 Berlinetta                               Silver/Black               $369,000 
   2014 Ferrari 458 Italia                                         Red/Black                 $269,000
   2010 Ferrari 458 Italia                                        Red/Black                 $207,000
   2013 Ferrari 458 Spider                                      Black/Cuoio              $299,000
   2011 Ferrari California                                        Silver/Black               $143,500
   2008 Ferrari F430 Spider                                     Red/Black                 $152,899
   2005 Ferrari F430 Spider                                    Silverstone/Cuoio       $129,000
   2008 Ferrari 599 GTB                                         Red/Black                 $145,000
   2010 Lamborghini Gallardo LP560-4                  Yellow/Black             $158,500
   1988 Porsche 911 Turbo Cabriolet                   Red/Black                 $130,000

   I-77 Exit 5 Tyvola Rd.          I-40 Exit 213 Guilford College
 416 Tyvola Rd                                5603 Roanne Way

 Charlotte, NC 28217                  Greensboro, NC 27409
 (704)535-7100                                   (336)294-0200

www.foreigncarsitalia.com
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4 Wheel Drive

Sports & Imports

Sports & Imports

Sports & Imports

www. .com

Legal Stuff: Winners are responsible for all applicable federal and state taxes and/or car title, 
registration and freight. Tickets are non-refundable. Winners need not be present to win. For full 
contest rules call - - -  or isit www.wgte.org/raf e. ffer oid where prohibited b  law. 

ntrants ust be  ears of age or older. The  adillac TS Sedan W  base odel shown in 
photo is representati e of the grand pri e. adillac  is a registered trade ark of eneral otors 

orp. adillac pro ided b  The Ta lor uto oti e Fa il , Toledo.

2015 Cadillac CTS Sedan AWD

ON SALENOW!

l c CTS SeS Sed n An Adan Adan AWDWDWW

SALENOW! 
39th Car/Cash Raffle

51 Prizes!
Great Odds!

Enter Now for
Up to 51 Chances 
to Win Up to 
$62,550!

ffefeedeedeeeeerrrralralalrrr andandndnd ststtastaatatatatataatate tae tae tae tae tae tae tae tae tae tae tate taee tae taee tae te taae xesxesxexesxesxexesxessxexesesxesexesxxe aand/aandaand/and/and/and/andandand//and/and/and/d/ndandaa or cor cor coror cr ccccororor ccor ccr cccar tar tar tar tar tarar tar trar tar tttaaar tar ta itleitleitletleitleitleitleitleeitleitleitleitlett ee

Ticket Information

50 Early Bird Prizes

1 Grand Prize

Tickets on sale now! 

NEW ’15 VETTE! Blk/Rd, Rd Calps, Chrm Wls,
288 Mi. MSRP $69K, Best Offer Over $58K
jamesmimbs@yahoo.com (478)491-1669

LAND ROVER DEFENDERS - ’93-’97, 90’s
& 110’s In Stock. See us on the web at:
www.CopleyMotorcars.com  (781)444-4646

2005 SHELBY DAYTONA COUPE
#SPC0070, Galaxy Blue/Wimbledon Wht,
Roush 427R, Tremec 6 Spd, A/C, Pwr
Ster, 14,500 Mi, DLR#80390, $149,950.
Justin (949)900-1967 Or  (714)261-1369

New Shelby 50th Ann FIA CSX7995
Only 50 Built, Ready To Accept An Engine
Of Your Choice, Shelby Registry Eligible,
DLR#80390, Starting At $117,960. Bryce
(949)900-1964 Or Cell (661)878-3897

1986 JEEP GRAND WAGONEER - All
Original, Survivor, Amazing Cond Inside &
Out, Low Miles, Ready To Enjoy, Very
Rare, $36,000, Experience Better, Steve
(262)391-3570 or jwinkel37@msn.com

’91 Jeep Grand Wagoneer 4X4- #1702
Chrcoal Gry Metalic/Lt Sand Int, 66K, Nw
Sunrf, Rr Shldr Stblts, $55,000. World’s
Finest GW’s at www.wagonmaster.com
Call Chip (830)660-5187 Only The Best!

2005 PORSCHE CARRERA S - Immacu-
late Condition, Lt Grey/Blk Leather, 24K
Miles, Purchased New, One Owner, Al-
ways Garaged and Covered, $45K, Call
(843)697-4231 / speer60@gmail.com

1995 Porsche 993 Cabriolet
A highly optioned 993 with only 
12,165 miles. Formerly owned 
by the CEO of Starbucks. Comes 
with books, tools, compressor, 
jack, spare, and original window 
sticker. Serviced and detailed.

canepa.com | 831.430.9940

WANTED:
Canepa is interested in purchasing the highest quality 
original and restored automobiles. Please contact us.

4900 Scotts Valley Drive . Scotts Valley . CA . 95066

1965 Porsche 356C
This exceptionally maintained 
West Coast, matching numbers 
car comes complete with Kar-
dex, books, tools, jack and spare. 
Serviced, detailed and ready for 
driving, or the concours lawn. 

1973 BMW 3.0 CSL
Documented “Batmobile” CSL. 
����������		
������������������

injection cars. Owned by Bobby 
Rahal. Comprehensively restored 

to concours-level correctness. 
Fully detailed and serviced.

1996 Porsche 993 Turbo
Ordered through the Porsche 
Exclusive-Programme, this 
two-owner, California car has 
only 15,227 miles. Complete 
with manuals, tool kit, spare, 
compressor and jack.

1997 Porsche 993 Turbo
One of the last, true Teutonic 

hammers, this meticulously 
maintained 3,600cc Twin-Turbo 
has just 15,000 original miles. In 
optional Arena Red. Complete 
with books, tools and records.

1974 Porsche 914-6
This 914 recently emerged 
from a custom; concours- level 
restoration, no expense was 
spared. Now boasting a 3.2 911 
Carrera engine, 915 gearbox and 
custom hardtop.  

2001 BMW Z8
Owned by Indy 500 winner 

Bobby Rahal. This 400hp, limited 
production Z8 has only 11,503 
miles. Complete with manuals, 

tool kit, spare, hard top stand and 
cover. Concours-level detailed.
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CRAVING MORE AUTOMOTIVE 
NEWS AND REVIEWS?

Sign up at 
AUTOWEEK.COM/ALERTS

marketplace@autoweek.com 1.800.722.7798

“I have been advertising Stauer products since 
2008, and Autoweek consistently delivers a quality 
audience! The readers are receptive to our products 
again and again. We also use Autoweek to test 
new creative because it delivers fast results from ad 
close–to on-sale date–to reader response.”

~Kirsten Miller, Stauer

TESTIMONIAL

CONTACT US TO PLACE YOUR AD TODAY!

Place your ad in the Marketplace Showcases

WIN A 2016 MAZDA MIATA!

26TH ANNUAL MAZDA GIVEAWAY

Tickets are $75. Only 1,000 will be sold.
Drawing will be held on July 17, 2015.

Tickets may be purchased by sending a check to 
Friends of the Crisis Center, 3600 8th Ave. South, 

Suite 501 Birmingham, Ala., 35222.  
 

You can also pay via credit card by visiting  
www.crisiscenterbham.com, by phone: 205.458.8986 

or by email: friends@crisiscenterbham.com.  
All major credit cards accepted.

BMW & MINI parts

Parts, accessories & knowledge since 1974

800.535.2002 | BavAuto.com

� Free shipping over $150 (most orders)

� Free DIY video guides
� Free color catalogs 

CHROME WHEEL EXCHANGE - 5 Year
Warranty. Can Also Do Your Wheels. Donna
(800)394-7008 www.wheelcreationsplus.com
’CHROME IS DIFFERENT’

CHROME YOUR ALUMINUM WHEELS —
From $89. 3 year warranty/repairs available.
www.chromeyourwheels.com (909)595-0144

SYNTHETIC OIL Dealerships For $75.00
Part-Time Business w/High Income
Potential. FOR MORE INFORMATION:
lubedealer.com/superiorsyntheticsllc

NEED TO TRANSPORT YOUR CAR? Let Us
Do The Legwork. Open or Enclosed Carriers, Near
Or Far. We Work w/ Over 100 Transport Compa-
nies To Get You The Best Price & Scheduling.
TRANSPORT MASTERS  (561)482-7789  (FL)

TRANSPORT AUTO OR BOAT ANYWHERE!
Experienced Open or Enclosed Transporters.
Black Lab Transport. (954)309-3305

’67 MINI COOPER S-Authentic S, Runs &
Drives Great, Complete Rebuild of Eng, Grbox,
Suspension, Etc, $27,500. (310)291-8315

1991 Aston Martin Virage - 23,181 Mi,
1of 471 Alloy Bodied Cars, 330hp, 4
Cam 32 Valve V8, Well Maintained With
Exc Wood & Lthr $42K. (541)543-6791
Or bob@sportscarshop.com

1984 PORSCHE DP935 - Twice Europe-
an Hillclimb Champion, Many Victories On
The "Nordschleife" In Germany, This 935
Has An 806 HP IMSA 962 Engine (Dyno
Sheet Available) & Is A Ferociously Fast
Vintage Racecar, $450,000. Go To:
www.http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
MBSVZ3vyvKo. For More Details, Go To:
http://www.johnstarkeycars.com/pages/fo
r_sale/1984_Porsche_DP935.html Or
Call: (727)384-1179; (727)743-6186

  





 

� THE SHADOW THE
Andretti name casts
is longer than the

Indianapolis Motor Speedway
backstretch. Even though it’s
the only name he’s ever had,
Michael Andretti knows a lot
about living in that shadow.

When he walks into a 
room at the Andretti Auto-
sport complex just outside
Indianapolis, it’s clear he
knows it’s his name on the
side of the building. It wasn’t
always that way. 

For decades, starting in the
1960s, Michael’s father, Mario,
made the Andretti name syn-
onymous with championship
race-car driving. Mario
Andretti, an Italian-born,
American-naturalized citizen,
has a legendary résumé.

Mario notched 65 wins
across four major series in 
his illustrious 30-year racing 
career. He’s the only driver 
to win the Indianapolis 500,
Daytona 500 and a Formula
One championship. He’s 
the last American to win a
Formula One Grand Prix—he
did so in 1978. He brought
prominence to the Andretti
name and, at the same time,
gave it a new definition. 

To many fans, “Andretti”
might just as well have been
the Italian word for speed.

As a driver, Michael had a
successful career at IndyCar
racing’s top level: 42 wins and
a 1991 CART championship.
It nonetheless failed to com-
pare to his dad’s. With the
Andretti name on the short
list of American racing royalty
(along with Penske, Ganassi,
Hendrick and Foyt), when
Michael walks the shop floor
in his Zionsville, Ind., com-
plex, he knows the Andretti
name is a lot to live up to.

How do you ever really get
out of the shadow of one of
history’s biggest racing icons?
Easy. You sacrifice the spot-
light to build an empire.

That seems to be what
Michael is doing from that of-

COMPETITION
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fice outside Indianapolis. He’s
got his hands in five different
racing series and oversees a
marketing company—Andret-
ti Sports Marketing—sponsor-
ing races around the country.

After retiring from regular
IndyCar competition in 2003,
Michael focused on team
ownership as Andretti Green
Racing’s co-owner. In 2009,
the team was restructured,
taking on the name it has
today: Andretti Autosport. 
It has grown from primarily
an IndyCar outfit to a multi-
faceted operation with teams
in Indy Lights, Pro Mazda
Championship, Red Bull
Global Rallycross and
Formula E, in addition to
three full-time IndyCar 
entries, including a car
Andretti’s son Marco drives.

“It’s a tough name to have
sometimes,” Marco tells
Autoweek. “There are a lot of
expectations when you have a
famous last name. But it’s not
something that you don’t see
other places. We’re all out
here just trying to win.”

For Michael, the journey
has been an unexpected rise to

success. “I didn’t know what
to expect,” he says. “It’s
funny how it’s just evolved.
When I first did this deal, I
had two partners. I thought,
‘Oh, they’re going to run the
team and I’ll be able to just
show up at the races.’”

He laughs.
“It didn’t work out that

way. I’m here every day, from
morning until night.”

Michael says his team’s
evolution has taken a lot of
hard work, but also the ability
to find opportunities and
chase down the right ones.

“It’s not planned,” he says.
“It’s about looking around 
and saying, ‘What’s out there
today?’ We were very close to
being in sports cars this year.
We were very close to being in
the Pirelli series.”

One series Michael 
desperately wanted to get 
into was NASCAR, and it 
appeared the team was going
to enter the noted stock-car
series. However, when Dodge
famously pulled out after the
2012 season, it took Andret-
ti’s NASCAR plans with it.

ANDRETTI AUTOSPORT EMPIRE

INDYCAR.
Year started: 2001
Current full-time drivers:
Marco Andretti, Ryan Hunter-
Reay and Carlos Muñoz
Noteworthy: Ryan Hunter-
Reay won IndyCar champi-
onship in 2012.

INDY LIGHTS.
Year started: 2008
Current full-time drivers:
Shelby Blackstock and
Matthew Brabham
Noteworthy: Four former
Andretti Autosport Indy Lights
drivers (Charlie Kimball,
Sebastián Saavedra, Muñoz
and Sage Karam) have scored
points this season in the
IndyCar series.

PRO MAZDA.
.CHAMPIONSHIP.
Year started: 2011
Current full-time 
drivers: Weiron Tan
and Dalton Kellett
Noteworthy: Former
Andretti Autosport Pro
Mazda Championship
driver (and current Indy Lights
driver) Brabham won the series
title in 2013. 

GLOBAL RALLYCROSS.
Year started: 2014
Current full-time drivers:
Tanner Foust and Scott Speed
Noteworthy: In 2014, Scott
Speed finished third in the
Global Rallycross standings in
Andretti Autosport’s first year of
that competition.  —MIKE LARSON—continued on page 62 LA
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Mario Andretti, top, takes the checkered flag at the 1978
Dutch GP; Michael Andretti wins the 1991 CART title. Ryan Hunter-Reay

Sage Karam

Matthew Brabham

Scott Speed



“We were going to contract
with Dodge,” he says. “And
then (Chrysler CEO) Sergio
(Marchionne) pulled the plug,
and that was it. It was really
disappointing. It was going 
to be a hell of a deal. Kurt
(Busch) was going to be the
driver, and we had really good
people that were going to run
the team. I think we would
have turned some heads,
coming out and being com-
petitive right away.”

The failed deal would have
put two Andretti cars in the
Sprint Cup Series and one in
the Xfinity Series.

NASCAR isn’t completely
off the table, but the team
boss is clear. He’s in it to 
win and he won’t allow his 
famous name behind a project
if he doesn’t feel it can make
it to victory lane.

“It’s got to be the right op-
portunity,” he says. “I’m not
going to do it half-assed. If I
do it, I’ve got to know that
when I’m coming in, I’m
going to be competitive.”

Scott Speed, who joins
Tanner Foust as Andretti
Autosport’s Global Rallycross
drivers in 2015, buys into the
team’s philosophy.

Speed, who like Michael
raced one F1 season, has
found a home with the team
and with GRC.

“(Michael’s) a great team
boss,” Speed says. “I love rac-
ing for these guys. He gets it
from a racer’s perspective. I
can talk to him about the
technical details of the car,
and we can all be thinking in
the same direction. It’s to
make the cars go faster and
win races.”

Michael’s passion for 
racing is evident, even for 
series that aren’t easy to 
compete in, like the Pro
Mazda Championship—he
notes it’s more expensive to
run than Indy Lights.

The 52-year-old team
owner says he fully endorses

the concept of the series; as
part of the Mazda Road to
Indy, it helps drivers go from
karts to IndyCar.

“You can start with a go-
kart budget, and if you win
the championship at each
level, you can get yourself
into IndyCar,” says Michael.
“I love the concept and I wish
my colleagues would run

more cars in it. I’m trying to
look at the big picture. Do I
like doing it? It’s a pain in the
ass, a lot of it. But it’s impor-
tant for the future and for
open-wheel racing.”

He also has his finger on
the pulse of the future, field-
ing a team in the fledgling
electric race-car series,
Formula E.

“I feel fortunate we’re 
on the ground floor of it,”
Michael says. “I think
Formula E has a huge future. 
I think it could very well be
racing’s future. We could all
be racing electric cars 20
years from now.”

Maybe. A better question
is, is Andretti Autosport
going to still be around in 20
years? All signs point to yes. 

Michael Andretti will
never be as famous as his 
father, but he’s built some-
thing many would say is bet-
ter than fame or notoriety: 
a racing empire. From race
teams to a sports marketing
company, his empire just
keeps getting bigger.

At this point, it’s large
enough to cast a shadow as
big as his family name. c

COMP \\ ANDRETTI

—continued from page 6  1

The Andretti motorsports empire
includes (clockwise from above)
Matthew Brabham in Indy Lights, 
Scott Speed in Global Rallycross, 
Jean-Eric Vergne in Formula E and
Marco Andretti in IndyCar.



� Marco Andretti is ready to lift the curse.
“Some people call it the Andretti Curse,”

he says, “because no one in my family has
won the Indy 500 in so long.”

The curse probably isn’t real, but people
still talk about it. 

While some call it the Andretti Curse, 
others, more interestingly, call it The Curse 
of Andy Granatelli’s Kiss. This is in reference
to a victory-lane smooch planted on the
cheek of Mario Andretti by car owner Andy
Granatelli in 1969. No Andretti has won the
race since.

They’ve been close, like in 1992 when
Michael Andretti dominated the race, leading
by half a lap with 11 to go. Then his fuel
pump failed. He finished 13th.

Or 2006, when Marco passed his father
Michael late in the race. It looked like there
would be a son-father, 1-2 finish, but Sam
Hornish Jr. closed, passing both Andrettis
and taking the lead in the last 400 feet, 
winning by 0.0635 second. 

Whether it’s a curse or, more likely, just
plain, old bad luck, Marco Andretti is ready 
to clear his family’s name when it comes to
the Indy 500.

“It’s strange to
think that this is
going to be my
10th Indy 500,” 
he says. “I haven’t
had great luck
lately, but I’m hop-
ing to change that
this year.”

The driver says
he likes Honda’s
speedway aero kit
and thinks the Andretti Autosport cars will 
be competitive for the May 24 race. 

“I like the speed so far and I think we’ll
have a chance to do something special. 
This is such an important race. I love it. 
We wait 364 days to race at Indy.” 

—MIKE LARSON 

RALLYING CRY
ANDRETTI AUTOSPORT BOSS SAYS RED BULL 
GLOBAL RALLYCROSS GOING IN RIGHT DIRECTION

BY MIKE LARSON

� SCOTT SPEED THINKS THAT
the future of American motor-

sport will be ushered in by the rounded
roof of a Volkswagen Beetle. 

Speed, who will drive said Beetle 
for Andretti Autosport in the Global
Rallycross series this year, doesn’t
mince words when it comes to 
how he feels about the X Games-
inspired series.

“I love GRC,” he says. “And I really
believe in my heart that’s the future of
motor racing in this country. It’s got all
of the components and all the support
from the major manufacturers. I really
feel strongly about putting my eggs in
that basket.”

At first, Speed’s assertions might
seem strange—even laughable.

Then you see the numbers.
About 70 percent of the GRC fan

base comes in the coveted male, age
18-34 demographic.

In fact, the average GRC fan is 27
years old, compared to 38 in IndyCar
and Formula One and 42 in NASCAR.
GRC has done the near impossible: It’s
gotten young people interested in cars. 

“We have to look to the future. 
GRC is going in the right direction,”
Michael Andretti, owner of Andretti
Autosport, says. “They are going after
millennials. (Attracting that age group)
is a big problem we have in IndyCar,
NASCAR and Formula One.
Demographics are getting older.” 

When Volkswagen paired with
Andretti, many assumed that the com-

pany would race the GTI, a car that
looked more like a rally car. However,
the manufacturer chose to roll out the
Beetle, one of the most recognizable
automobiles of the last 75 years.

The GRC Beetle has a 550-hp, 
turbocharged and intercooled inline-
four-cylinder engine with a six-speed
racing transmission.

“It’s not your dad’s old Beetle,”
Speed says. “It’s a fast little car, and
we’re hoping it wins us a lot of races.”

The GRC season opens May 31 in
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. c

CHASING DOWN
THE CURSE
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Scott Speed 
is confident 
in putting all 
of his eggs 
in the Global
Rallycross
basket.

Marco Andretti
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�
WHEN PRESSED,
almost no IndyCar
driver telling the

truth would choose winning
a series championship over
reaching victory lane in the
Indianapolis 500. One driver
is legitimately torn. Hélio
Castroneves wants both.

Castroneves turned 40
May 10, the high end of mod-
ern-era IndyCar drivers. He
rolls into this Indianapolis
500 at a crossroads: Like it 
or not, time is getting away
from him. There aren’t many
chances left to win the 500
for a record-tying fourth time
or capture the major series
title still eluding him.

So what’s the priority?
“The race we’re at now,”

the Brazilian said, laughing.
“No, seriously, you have to
take each day as it comes,
and today the goal is to 
win the 500.”

He paused for a moment,
confirming his sincerity.

“We’ll take the opportuni-
ty to win a championship
later, if it comes,” he said.

First, the 500, since the
99th running happens May
24. It has been over two
decades since Rick Mears
joined The Club with fellow
four-time winners A.J. Foyt
and Al Unser. Castroneves
has been on the cusp of 
Club inclusion since win-
ning his first three in 2001,
2002 and 2009.

“Every time you come
here, it’s not about thinking
(about) the number of how
many you won,” he said. 
“It’s a matter of executing.

“Last year was close, 
too close. (He lost to Ryan
Hunter-Reay by 0.06 second,
the second-closest margin in
history.) We did everything
during the month of May 

EYES ON THE 
(FOURTH) PRIZE
HÉLIO CASTRONEVES IS RUNNING OUT OF
CHANCES TO JOIN FOYT, UNSER AND MEARS
IN THE INDIANAPOLIS 500 FOUR-WIN CLUB

BY CURT CAVIN

Hélio Castroneves roars
down the main straight during

the 2014 Indianapolis 500.



to put ourselves in that
position. But I don’t think
that, oh, that’s it, I’ve got
to win four. You know,
I’ve (always) got to win.”

Castroneves won’t say
how long he has on his
Team Penske contract.
Regardless what Penske
and team president Tim
Cindric have in mind for
Castroneves, he’s No. 1 in
starts with the team (261
of them) among the 300
he’s had in his career. 

Castroneves is some-
times considered too
loosey, too playful, too
Hélio for many tastes.
Winning a fourth 500
wouldn’t necessarily
change that. He’d climb
the fence, take the acco-
lades. Largely the sport’s
diehards would say ho-
hum, it’s about time. 
But a championship?

That’s another story.
For all of Castroneves’

consistency, he’s never
won a title. He’s finished
second in points the past
two years, been runner-up
four times overall, third
twice and fourth five
times over 15 years.

In IndyCar history, he
ranks 11th in career wins
(tied with Mears, ironical-
ly) and fourth in poles.
When you consider every-
thing Castroneves has ex-
perienced in this career,
his consistency on and off
the track is impressive.

Castroneves literally
started the conversation
for this story comparing
himself to fine wine.
“You know, getting better
with age.”

Maybe he’s right. He
has won a series-leading
two poles this season, he’s

as popular as ever, his hair
is still the same color and
it’s never out of place. He
can win this 500 or the
next or never again, but
he’ll be competitive.

“It’s not about age for
me; age is just a number,”
he said. “If you’re think-
ing about the past, drivers
and special legends, they
used to race until what,
54? Mario, what was his
last race?”

Andretti was 54 in his
final season, 1994.

“Thank you,” Castro-
neves said. “I still have 14
more years, and that’s my
point. As long as you’re
competitive, as long as
you’re giving your heart
(and) effort, the results
shouldn’t change.” c

Curt Cavin is an Indian-
apolis Star staff writer.

POWER
DOMINATES 
GP OF INDY
� Will Power tried his Team Penske
best to say he wasn’t toying with 
the IndyCar Series field in the Grand
Prix of Indianapolis, but c’mon, Will,
that was toying.

Power led every lap of the sea-
son’s fifth race for Chevrolet except 
for the ones following green-flag pit
stops. The final tally was 65 laps led
(of 82) with a 1.5-second victory, but
again, c’mon, this was Power’s race
from the moment cars hit turn one.

Power believed he had to beat 
his three teammates and Ganassi
Racing’s Scott Dixon. As the 25-car
field funneled into that first right-hand
turn, Dixon was all but eliminated due
to contact with Hélio Castroneves.
So, in seconds, Power no longer 
had to worry about those two.

Graham Rahal finished in second
place for Honda, but he was no
match for Power, who scored his 
first win of the season and the 25th 
of his career. —CURT CAVIN

Will Power  
celebrates after
winning on the

Indy road
course.
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Shop your local Kmart or 

Kmart.com/Automotive 
for more great deals

FOR A CAR YOU’RE PROUD TO OWN

Castrol 
GTX 5Qt

$16.49

Castrol GTX 
HM 5Qt

$17.99

Castrol 
Edge 5Qt

$25.99

Sea Foam 
Motor Tune Up

Buy 2 get a 3rd Free

Offers good 5/6/15–6/7/15.
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AMERICAN TEAM MOVING
METICULOUSLY TOWARD
2016 FORMULA ONE DEBUT

BY ADAM COOPER

� THE HAAS F1 PROJECT CONTIN-
ues to gather momentum. As it does,

the insular Formula One world is starting
to believe it’s really going to happen.
Indeed, from the Barcelona pit lane you
could see a large Haas Automation logo in
a hospitality suite in the grandstand oppo-
site— literally a sign of things to come.

American businessman Gene Haas, also
a partner with the NASCAR Stewart-Haas
Racing operation, paid his first visit to a
2015 Grand Prix in Spain, while his Italian-
born team principal Gunther Steiner has
been a regular visitor as he continues to

HAAS 
ON THE
HORIZON

Haas F1 Team owner 
Gene Haas, above left, and

team principal Gunther Steiner
tour the paddock in Barcelona.
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put the project together. It’s a hugely com-
plex task, not least because the team has
chosen to operate from three sites in the
U.S., Italy and England. All three are now
up and running.

“It would have been nice to have raced
this year,” Haas told Autoweek. “But look-
ing back at it, when you’re building a team
from scratch it takes a lot more time just
to fill out all the paperwork. We ordered
our haulers and so forth, and it takes six
months to build them, and it takes six
months to decide exactly what you want,
so you’ve got a year there. The timing that
it takes to put it all together, it seems like
a very slow process, but it was just what
was required.”

Steiner added that patience is proving 
to be a virtue in this venture.

“What we worked on all last year is
coming slowly together,” said Steiner. “I
don’t mean it’s too slow, just you need to
plan well to get good results. And we start-
ed this process last year already, before we
got the license, to get partners and to get
things working.  

“When we decided to come in ’16 and
not ’15, some people thought we were not

(going to make it to the grid at all) because
we were dragging it on, but you need to try
to be as prepared as you can. Sometimes
the only way to achieve this is time.”

Working in three countries is ambitious,
to say the least. The newly built headquar-
ters in Kannapolis, N.C., houses adminis-
tration, marketing and a research team.
There’s also a machine shop, well stocked
with the parent company’s equipment.
The machine shop is already working on

wind-tunnel model parts and is expanding.
A design office has been established at

Dallara’s Parma, Italy, base. Dallara is
building the chassis and other parts. From
there, the aerodynamic team can commute
to and from the Ferrari wind tunnel. 

Meanwhile, the actual race team is
based at Banbury, in the heart of England’s
motor racing valley, close to other F1
teams and thus within reach of a pool 
of specialist talent. Haas has bought the 
former Marussia facility—previously also
the Ascari sports car marque’s home. 

“In life, what you cannot buy is time,”
said Steiner. “So sometimes it’s just work-
ing it through and trying to make your de-
cision. In the end, you always get a few
parts of the puzzles that you still need to
rush through, and you will be panicking.
We are trying to do the best job possible.

“A lot of people didn’t believe us be-
cause we didn’t make announcements, but
this is ongoing now, and we just want to
tell people when it’s actually done, and not
what we are dreaming of, and then having
them say it didn’t work out. We’ve been in
the wind tunnel for months now. It’s real,
and we will continue to do this.” c

“It would have been
nice to have raced this

year, but looking back at
it, when you’re building
a team from scratch it
takes a lot more time

just to fill out all 
the paperwork.”

—GENE HAAS, HAAS F1 TEAM
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� SUSPICIONS THAT
one or more teams are

bending strict fuel-flow rules
came into focus at the Spanish
Grand Prix when the FIA made
moves to address the issue.

The F1 regs are built around
two key parameters: One, a
driver can only use 100 kg 
of fuel over a race distance.
Two, at no point during the
race can the fuel flow go above
100 kg/hour—that’s the full-
throttle limit.

A fuel-flow meter governs
the latter. However, in theory,
teams can collect fuel after the
meter and then send it to the
engine when it is most benefi-

cial—under acceleration. 
For this burst, the flow rate
would, in theory, briefly jump
above the legal 100-kg/hour
rate; but since it happens be-
yond the meter, it would not
be recognized. 

The engine would then use
less fuel elsewhere on the
track—i.e. at the end of the
straight—so over the full lap
the usage is the same.

To make this work, a 
team would have to have a 
fuel system capable of expand-
ing under high pressure, for 
example via flexible hoses—
they’d return to normal size
and thus not be noticed when

the car is inspected.
The big clue is that a burst

of fuel into the engine would
create a noticeable pressure
drop. The FIA became aware of
this possibility in testing and
before the first race issued a
Technical Directive—a rule
update—telling teams, “We 
are seeking to measure fuel
pressure at various locations 
in your fuel systems.” This
was enforced starting with the
third race in China.

Since then, data has been
examined and the subject
came up at a meeting of team
technical directors and the FIA
before the Spanish GP. After

qualifying, the FIA issued 
another Technical Directive,
stating henceforth pressure
had to remain constant above
90 kg/hour, i.e. at full throttle,
and there would be further
physical inspections. 

Some teams believe track-
ing pressure is not enough and
that the FIA has to monitor
the stiffness of fuel systems to
guarantee they cannot expand.

Formula One has always
been about seeking a technical
advantage, but there’s little
doubt that, if the FIA can prove
any team has exploited such 
a system on a race weekend,
serious penalties are coming. c

FUELING
CONTROVERSY
FIA INVESTIGATING FORMULA ONE TEAMS’
POSSIBLE BENDING OF FUEL-FLOW RULES

BY ADAM COOPER



$14.99

$9.99

TOP BRANDS AT LOW PRICES

GREAT DEALS ON ALL 
TURTLE WAX PRODUCTS

FOR A CAR YOU’RE PROUD TO OWN

Shop your local Kmart or 
Kmart.com/Automotive 
for more great deals

$4.99

Offers good 5/6/15–6/7/15.

RACING ON TV

FRIDAY, MAY 29
� NASCAR Xfinity practice, Dover, Del.;
10 a.m., Fox Sports 1 (L)
� NASCAR Sprint Cup practice, Dover,
Del.; 11 a.m., Fox Sports 1 (L)
� NASCAR Camping World Truck 
qualifying, Dover, Del.; 12:30 p.m., 
Fox Sports 1 (L)
� NASCAR Xfinity final practice, Dover,
Del.; 2 p.m., Fox Sports 1 (L)
� NASCAR Sprint Cup qualifying, Dover,
Del.; 3:30 p.m., Fox Sports 1 (L)
� NASCAR Camping World Truck 
Lucas Oil 200, Dover, Del.; 5:30 p.m.; 
Fox Sports 1 (L)

SATURDAY, MAY 30
� NASCAR Sprint Cup practice, Dover,
Del.; 10 a.m., Fox Sports 2 (L)
� NASCAR Xfinity qualifying, Buckle Up
200, Dover, Del.; 11 a.m., Fox Sports 2 (L)
� Foametic Muscle Car Challenge,
Atlanta; noon, CBS Sports Network (T) 
� NASCAR Sprint Cup final practice,
Dover, Del.; 1 p.m., Fox Sports 2 (L)
� Tudor United SportsCar Championship,
Belle Isle Park, Detroit; 2 p.m., Fox Sports
2 (L)
� NASCAR Xfinity Buckle Up 200, 
Dover, Del.; 2:30 p.m., Fox (L)
� Verizon IndyCar Dual in Detroit Race 1,
Belle Isle Park, Detroit; 3:30 p.m., ABC (L)
� Formula E, Berlin; 5 p.m., Fox 
Sports 2 (S)

SUNDAY, MAY 31
� MotoGP World Championship, Grand
Prix of Italy; 7:30 a.m., Fox Sports 1 (L)
� NASCAR Sprint Cup racing, FedEx
400, Dover, Del.; 1 p.m., Fox Sports 1 (L)
� Red Bull Global Rallycross, Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.; 3 p.m., NBC (L)
� Verizon IndyCar Dual in Detroit Race 2,
Belle Isle Park, Detroit; 3:30 p.m., ABC (L)
� Tudor United SportsCar Championship,
Belle Isle Park, Detroit; 5 p.m., Fox Sports
1 (T)
� MotoGP Moto3, Grand Prix of Italy; 
6 p.m., Fox Sports 2 (S)
� MotoGP Moto2, Grand Prix of Italy; 
7 p.m., Fox Sports 2 (S)

FRIDAY, JUNE 5
� NASCAR Sprint Cup practice, Pocono,
Pa.; noon, Fox Sports 1 (L)
� Formula One practice, Montreal; 2 p.m.,
NBCSN (L)
� NASCAR Sprint Cup qualifying,
Pocono, Pa.; 4:30 p.m., Fox Sports 1 (L)
� NASCAR Camping World Truck 
qualifying, Texas Motor Speedway; 6 p.m.,
Fox Sports 1 (L)
� NASCAR Camping World Truck
WinStar World Casino 400, Texas Motor
Speedway; 9 p.m., Fox Sports 1 (L)

SATURDAY, JUNE 6
� NASCAR Sprint Cup practice, Pocono,
Pa.; 9 a.m., Fox Sports 1 (L)
� Formula E, Moscow; 10 a.m., Fox 
Sports 1 (S)
� Formula One qualifying, Montreal; 1
p.m., NBCSN (L)
� Toyota NHRA Summernationals 
qualifying, Englishtown, N.J.; 11 p.m.,
ESPN2 (S)
� NASCAR Sprint Cup final practice,
Pocono, Pa.; 11:30 a.m., Fox Sports 1 (L)
� ARCA racing, Pocono, Pa.; 1 p.m., Fox
Sports 2 (L)

SUNDAY, JUNE 7
� Formula One qualifying encore,
Montreal; noon, NBCSN (T)
� NASCAR Sprint Cup Axalta “We Paint
Winners” 400, Pocono, Pa.; 1 p.m., Fox
Sports 1 (L)
� Formula One Canadian Grand Prix,
Montreal; 2 p.m., NBC (L)
� Toyota NHRA Summernationals elimina-
tions, Englishtown, N.J.; 9 p.m., ESPN 2
(S)

L = live, S = same day, T = tape delay
*All times EasternLA
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BUT WAIT, THERE’S MORE...
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THE BEST PLACE TO CELEBRATE 
40 YEARS OF RACING? 
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Preproduction model shown. Available late Summer 2015. 
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